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Debate brings top ,Democrats to UNH
..................____SEE INSIDE---------Campus
march
honors
King ·

UNH
•

rece.1ves

$500,000
grant

By Tim Thornton
Nearly 100 candle-bearing
participants braved cold winds
and heavy snow as they rallied
through campus in memory of
Martin Luther King Jr. in the
Second Annual · Candlelight
March last night.
The event, sponsored by the
University's 'Diversity Committee, began in front of Thompson
Hall shortly after 6 p.m. University President Gordon Haaland gave introducrory and Jerry
D' Amico, a representative of
Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis, followed. Senator Elaine Krasker
of Portsmouth urged the crowd
to pull for legalization of Martin ·
Luther King's birthday as a state
holiday and to "light candles
so the light shines all the way
to Concord."
The procession then moved
across campus and down Main

A candlelight march, to honor Martin Luther King,Jr., began at T-Hall just as the snow
began to fall last night. (Peter Tamposi photo)
Street to the Durham Commi:u{~
over after the rally, as graduate nor to honor King;s birthday,
ity. ~hurch
. student Dick Grover stole the an issue chat was raised but
Once inside the church, the
show by spontaneously jumping never officially addressed by
marchers welcomed the much
up on stage with a guitar to lead · University officials last night.
needed warmth. But speeches
the crowd through spirited In a separate interview, Presby UNH English professor Les
versions of several civil rights ident Haaland explained that
Fisher and affirmative action, protest songs.
UNH must follow the rules set
officer Stephanie Thomas did
"I wondered whether I should by the state, and chat "the
not let chem forger chat the cold or not," said Grover after the . ,. . · academic calendar is set for a
hand of prejudice still g-rips rally, "but then I figured, 'What different purpose ." But he
pares of the country.
the heck?' "
· would not elaborate on what
The enthusiasum brought ?- Many in a_ttendance quesci- KING age 'J
forth by the speakers carrie·d . oned the University's decision
'p

By Bech Severance
The University of New
Hampshire has been awarded
a $500,000 Challenge Grant by
the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
The funds will be used to
.establish an endowment for the
Center for the Humanities as
well as support research grants
and scholarly conferences for
faculty.
·
. UNH is one of only six
· universities nationwide to receive Challenge Grants. A total
of 29 educational and cultural
institutions in 17 states were
named grant recipients.
As a first -time grantee, UNH
is given a three year period in
which we · must match each
dollar from NEH with three
dollarss in donations from nonfederal donors. This means a
· potential $2 million endowment
for the humanities center.
· , R.:-::hard Hersh, UNH vicepresident for academic affairs,
GRANT, page 9
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Democratic debate attracts a media invasion

Local and national press packed the Strafford room to watch the the candidate's debate o~
television, just like most of us did. (Ted McKey photo)

By Ted McKey
Last Sunday afternoon, several hundred people, representing nearly that many news
teams, descended upon UNH
to cover the 1988 Democratic
Presidential Candidates Debate.
Tµeir presence turned what
would otherwise be a snoozy
January afternoon into one filled
with the importance of placing
T.V. cameras, stringing wires,
and making certain the portable
word processors were working.
For the most part, all the
media activity was in the Strafford Room of the MUB, where
several tables had been arranged
to form eight long rows across
the length of the room. One was
set up for telephone communication with two rows of telephones running the length of
the table. Soundboxes were set
up at both ends of all the tables
to enable the members of the
press to record some or all of
the debate.
Along the walls of the room
fifteen monitors had been
placed all showing the same
view; Channel ll's live broad- •

cast of the debate in the Granite
State Room. Meanwhile, the
voices of John Chancellor or one
of the candidates boomed overhead in sync with the monitors.
Sitting at the eight tables
were over two hundred
members of the press representing every media, degree of
motivation, and age group.
Some were transcribing some
of the more salient points of the
debate, some were just listening
and watching, while still others
were furiously typing away at
their _portable word processors,
the light from the screens
giowing in their faces.
As all the seats at the tables
had been taken, many reporters
were willing tQ sit on the floor
or on a lidded garbage can in
order to be near a monitor.
(Because two of the reporters
sitting on the floor were
members of the ABC news
network, I was led to believe that
in such situations, there is no
hierarchy in the media.)
O~e unifying agent among
COVERAGE, page 3
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Siege of polygamists continues

UFO sucks
An Australian family told police a "huge bright
glowfr1g ob.jeer" chased their car down a remote
desert qjgh~ay and sucked ,i t into' the air, and
aut~orities said yesterday they are taking the report
· senously.
The supposed close encounter took place last
week on the remote Eyre highway near Mundrabilla,
a small village 750 miles east of Perth, in the vast
desert of Southern Australia.
Police Sgt. James Fennell of Ceduna, 370 miles
away, said authorities took the report seriously
because the vehicle was covered with black ash and
the roof was damaged. Three other people reported
an unidentified flying object.
· '. 'The sightings took place hundreds of kilometers
apart and they had no reason tO conspire," he said . .
Fennell said four people - Fay Knowles, 48, and
her sons - Sean, 21, Patrick, 24, and Wayne, 18 told authori~ies they were in the car when it suddenly
was sucked into the air and then plopped back onto
·
· the highway, blowing out a rear tire.
"I inspected the car when it arrived in Ceduna ,;
Fennell said. '-The car was covered in a thick coati~g
of black ash and there was ash inside the car. There
was slight damage to the roof of the car."
.. "The f_amily were very distraught," he added.
Something happened out there. They said their
voices became slurred and abnormally slow."
Fennell said there were four reports of UFO
sightings that night. .
"Apart from the family's report, a truck driver
reported being f?llowed by a UFO on the highway,
a tuna spotter a·Ircraft said it spotted a bright light
near the highway and lacer a fishing trawler in the
Australian Bight reported a hovering UFO " Fennell
'
said.
~he fam~ly told police they were driving' from
thetr home m Perth to Melbourne when the incident
occurred.
. Mrs. Knowles, who was driving, said she swerved
to miss "a huge bright glowing object" stopped
on the road in f ont of them.

·

iawmen withheld wa.ter,and tu,rn,ed up the vplume
by blasting a barricaded farmhouse with noise
yesterday in the ninth day of a psychological war
to wear down the nerves of a holed-up polygamous
,.
family.
The standoff between state and federal authorities
and the sus peers in the Jan. 16 bombing of a Mormon
chapel intensified over the weekend when officials
moved a public-address speaker system near the
encircled house and turned it on., creating a highpitched, bell ringing-type noise.
Shortly afterward, shots were fired from the
farmhouse, from which more than 70 gunshots
have been fired during the past week. No one was
hit, and police did not return the fire.
A pipeline to the house has been turned off for
a few days . The families still have a spring and
can melt snow with their wood-burning stove.
However, the withholding of the water prompted
the second message from the family since the
standoff began. The family flashed Morse code
signals from the farm Sunday saying "Cops shut
off water." Earlier, they had signalled "Cops not
telling truth."
State and federal officers, saying they are "relying
on psychological advisors," are hoping to wear down
Vickie Singer and her son-in-law, Adriam Swapp·,
who have been charged in a bombing that demolished
the Mormon chapel in Marion and with subsequently
·
assaulting federal agents outside the farm.
Relatives believed they dynamited the church
and then barricaded themselves and their families
inside their farmhouse in the Wasatch Mountains
about 40 miles east of Salt Lake City to provoke
an armed confrontation with police.
They believe such a confrontation will lead to
the resurrection of Vickie Singer's slain husband,
John Singer, who was killed by police some time
ago.

You can either go to Prir.ceton or buy a new Saab
Princeton U niver:.,iry's board of trustees voted
to increase tuition and room and board together
by 6.2 percent to $17,967 for the 1988-1989 school
. year, officials said chis week.
Tuition will rise 6.6 percent from $12,550 to
$13,380, based on the board's vote Saturday.
Last _year, Princeton was seventh in tuition rates

I

on .. ~ist 1:;L.. : ~ .... c1u.ied Ivy League schools, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Stanford
University. Most of those schools have not yet ·
·
announced 1988 races.
According to the Math _Editor at The New
Hampshire, one could buy about 36,000 Zagnut
bars with the money it takes to go co Princeton.

I

Crowd incites cop killing; ·
may f~ce murder charges
· fyf u~der charges may be filed ~gain$t members
o~ a ,,c:rowd ih Da!las that yelled "Shoot him, ·s hoot
him to a vagrant JUSt before.he killed a police officer
'
police said yesterday.
Officer John Chase, 25, died on a downtown street
Saturday morning when a homeless man with at
least a dozen prior arrests wrestled the patrolman's
gun away from him and shot him three times in
·
the face.
The suspect, Carl Dudley Williams, 34, was sho_t
moments later by two off-duty officers and died
,~
at Parkland Memorial Hospital.
Chase pleaded with the man not to shoot as a
·
crowd watched, witnesses cold police.
"We have a female witness that observed the
sho<:Hing and observed people sta.().ding nearby
yellrng '_Shoot him, shoot him,' and . they are as
responsible as the individual that shot Officer
Chase," a police investigator, Don Ortega, said
yesterday.
~rtega said officers were considering whether
to file charges against the taunting witnesses.
"(Either) Capital murder or murder. Yeah
'
definitely," he said.
·_Ortega said police were trying- co find all of the
witnesses co the shoot.ings.
"People see bits and pieces of what occurred
and if there is a potential witness to_ _any type of
offense, we need to find them," he said.
~~tega said he had no idea how many people urged
W 1lliams to pull the trigger.

' T~rrorists killed 604 people in 1986
A S_tate_ Department report on international
terronsm ·issued tescerday showed that such attacks
remai~ed at a high level, with the Middle East still
the pnme source of violence.
~he a.().n.ual report,"Patterns of G~obal Terrorism)"
which _cov~rs 1986, showed that 604 people ·
:Vorldw1de died as the reult of international terrorism ,
m 1986 and another 2,072 were wounded.
H~wever, if _several attempted aircraft bombings
hadn t been foiled, the death coll could have risen
·
by 800, the report said.
. "The ~:>Ve_rall _high level of activity combined with
1
tne concmumg mcrease in attacks. aimed at innocent
bysra1:1ders a~d intended to cause mass casualties
keep mt~rnac10nal terrorism as a priority item for
concern, the State Department report said.
Th~ repor~ covers only international terrorism,
,~_n d_~1d n_oc rnclude domestic terrorist incidents
m ,die U meed States or ocher countries.
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all rhe news reams was rhe
scrutiny they received by rhe
Secret Service . The press was
under observation from the very
beginning when, after having
signed in at the media registration desk, they were required
co allow the Service co ins peer
all recording equipment co
ensure that it really was recording equipment.
U nfortunarely, chis ins peer ion required pressing a rape
recorder's 'Play' button fqr a
moment or, wirh ;:i. camera,
taking a picture regardless of
lens cap or poor scenery. (I
heard one of rhe men comment
on rhe large number of pictures
of a certain wall there would be.)
After char, one was aware of rhe
Service's presence at all ri/4es.
For instance, after rhe P~bare,
when rhe candidates walked into
the MUB cafeteria for a press
conference, there were ar lease
four Secret Service people up
on rhe balcony overlooking the
cafeteria, their earphones glinting. Ar first, rhe press was
separated from the candidates
by a rope barrier. Bur its significance vanished as one of rhe
candidates appeared in back of
the line of reporters.
(I soon learned that one way
to locate Secret Service people
was co aim my camera as if to
• rake a picture. If a Secret Service
person saw chat he or she was
about to be in a phorograph and
he or she did nor feel it necessary
to be in the immediate area, they
would back our of the area, hide

behind a door, or turn away as
quickly as possible).
Soon all rhe candidates left
the area, but even then the
Secret Service did not stop
trying to keep the press apart
from the candidates. It became
apparent the press be allowed
to leave the Strafford
Room/Cafeteria area until all
tile candidates were saf~ . Some
reporters, however, needing to
return to their headquarters,
slipped our the back door of the
Strafford Room, risking the icy
steps as well as discovery by the
Secret Service.
The overall picture, however,
was not one of chaos but of
energetic and determined ac tivity. While some were obviously concentrating intently,
with loosened ties and rolledup shirtsleeves, others were
taking a more relaxed -approach
to the covering of a major
political event.Many reporters were simply
sirring at· the tables in the
Strafford Room, listening to the
debate. Others stood al~mg the
wall, in plain sight of at least
one monitor, with a soda or a·
doughnut in hand. They talked
leisurely with their co-workers Gary Hart .and Jesse Jackson stole a minute away from the crush of the press to have a
about a particularly witty (or private talk in an office on the upper floor of the MUB. One photographer snuck a shot.
asinine) remark a qndidate
(UPI/ Andy Malloy photo)
might just have said, or the networks had established tem- their home bases to put the cast at ten that same evenmg.
performance of certain pieces porary headquarters on campus fini~hing touches on their arBy seven p.m. Sunday evenof equipment, or whatever the through the use of m _o bile ticles or broadcasts. Some had ing, nearly everyone had left. ·
satellite dish-transmitters, or to leave UNH at six p.m., drive What had been a political hotsmatter at hand was.
But there did come a time borrowed darkr:ooms, others - for two hours back to their pot for a few hours that afterwhen everyone had to leave . usually the smaller stations or headquarters, and there p.tepare no_o n had returned to being a
While some of the larger news newspapers - had to return to an half-hour report to be broad- _ qmet New England university.

OemQ cratic s_. debar e: in.ca mpus are~a
By Bryan Alexander
With the crucial New Hampshire primary rapidly approaching, the ·seven_Democraric candidates for president dropped
the politeness which has marked

RICHARD GEPHARDT

the race and began scratching
and clawing at their fellow
candidates' views in a debate
at UNH last Sunday.
The debate, identical co the
Republican debate held at Dartmouth college lase week, filled
the Granite State Room of the
MUB with imeresred students
and spectators, bringing the eyes
of the nation briefly to the
campus.
·
Former Arizona Gov. Bruce
Babbitt, his voice hoarse from
a cold, immediately resumed
attacks on his colleagues' unwillingness to raise taxes to
reduce the budget def icir.
Babbitt called Sen. Paul Simon'·s and Massachuserrs Gov.
Michael Dukakis' cla'ims to' raise
taxes only as a lase resort "code ·
language" to hide their lack of
courage.
Dukakis said he ,preferred to
generate revenue by collecting
"billions and billions" of dollars
from people who owe taxes to
t~e gover~m.et<fr. If, wir-h thi~ .

Iyl'IkE DUKAKIS

money collecred, there is still
the need for more funds, then·
he said he would su pporr a tax
hike.
"We may have to impose new
taxes. But I am at a loss to
understand why we should, in
fairness to rhe American taxpayer, most of whom pay their
taxes, impose .additional taxes
on them before we make a goodfaith effort to collect these
taxes," sai·d Dukakis.
Former Colorado Sen. Gary
Hart attacked this idea along
with Babbitt.
"Mike, if you don't know yet
that you're going to have to raise
some additional taxes, then ir
seriously calls into question your
understanding of the situation,"
said Hart.
Babbitt and Tennesse U.S.
Sen. Albert Gore Jr., led repeated attacks on the other contenders and even found time to
tangle with each ocher. Gore
referred co Babbitt's proposed
national consumption tax as a ·

JESSE JACKSON

"Rebublican, regressive" idea.
to drop patterns of unfairness
Babbitt rook offense t0 this against the U.S. or balance out
comment; claiming Gore was trade surpluses would receive
needlessly questioning his po - penalties afre t six moothes of
sirion as a Democrat.
· negotiating.
"It's across the line t0 walk . DEBATE, page 7,
up and imply that with that kind
of talk, nobody has ever questioned my credentials as a
Democrat," said Babbitt
"Well, then don't put out a
Republican idea," Gore responded.
· Rep. Richard Gephardt of
Missouri, who has caught fire
and is leading the polls in ~owa,
fell under attack for what was
called his "protectionist" stand ·
on foreign trade.
"You believe America cannot
compete and that you have to
put up protective walls," said...,.--.,,
Babbitt.
Gephardt explained his trade
policy as one which would work
tQ eliminate unfair trade practices of other countries against
the U .S .. He said countries
which could not be convinced

. , , -BRUCE BABBITT
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ON THE SPOT
Did you watc~ jhe ·.Democr atic Debate
on .Sllnday?
What did you think of the candidat es?
I

nyes, I did. I thought it
was e~citing. I tried not
to be.swayed, but I was
impressed with Jesse Jackson and Paul Simon in
particular.
Beth Simpson
Senior
Health Management and
Policy .

"Yes, I really likedJacksona lot, but Babbitt loo-k ed
like he needed more TV
lessons."

'i'Yes, it was the first time
t had seen them and it was
heat to hear them talk. I
learned a lot.

John Turner
Sophomore
English

Julie Meyer
Junior
Psychology/ Outdoor Education

"Yes I did. I thought Paul
Simon had a great closing
statement and so did Jesse
Jackson. I didn.'t like Gore,
he sounded arrogant."
Mark Ahlman
Sophomore
Undeclared
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Deba te attra cts Laro uche

TUESDAY,JA NUARY 26

are given the policies."
Fellow LaRouche campaign
organizer Zeke Boyd said, "I
resent these 13 assholes running
around proclaiming the final
word in presidential leader-ship."
Ramsey M-clauchlan, executive director of the New Hampshire Democratic Party, said
chat there are 25 candidates on
the New Hampshire ballot and
all of them can't be invited.
He said, "We don't particularly need any specific criteria
(to invite candidates) and that's
why those seven were invited."
Guice said the "location (of
the proposed event) is still in
negoriation," but "it's definitely
happening."

L}...~T DAY for undergrads to withdraw and qualify for 3/4
~tumon refund.

.Stud ent iiward ed schol arshi p

EVENING GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATIO N First Floor, New Science Center, 5-7 p.m.

By Jay Kumar
In response to Sunday's Democratic Primary Debate, presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouch e will make an
appearance ac UNH on Thursday. While the time is sec for
7:00 p.m., the location and che
actual- nature of the event are
still undecided.
Originally, LaRouche challenged all 13 presidential candidates co debate him, ,according
to Matt Guice, an organizer for
the LaRouche Democratic Campaign. However, Guice said,
only Republican Pat Robertson
replied, and he declined.
Guice said LaRouche is on the
Democratic ballor in ten scares,
including New Hampshire. ·
Guice referred co Sunday 's

debate as ·a non-debate. ·· He
said the candidates expoun9ed
on "variations on fascist economics," and ignored the "$14
trillion" of debt the country is
·
facing.
Guice expressed dissatisfaction with the New Hampshire
Democratic Party for not including LaRouche in Sunday's debate.· "It strikes me as appropriate char the translation of Joe
Grandmaison' s (NH Democratic Parry Chairman) name is Joe
Bighouse, as in the master lives
in the big house."
Guice said, "A select audience
with preselected questions for
preselected candidates. This is
a democracy." He added, "The
candidates who are in· the race
don't devise the policies. They

By Jay Kumar
UNH junior Paul Danehy is
che recipient of a $ 1000 scholarship from the Incernarional

Gas Turbine Institute, a branch
of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME).
Danehy, a sn1_~ent member

Paul Danehy .engineered his way to a $1,000 scholorship.
(Beth Ineson photo) '
....$:

~

of ASME, won the _award for his
academic excellence and demonstrated interest in aerodynamics.
Among the accomplishments
that contributed co the scholarship were Danehy's summer job
at General Electric in Rutland,
Vermont, and his current job
as a research assistant with
UNH mechnanical engineering
professor David Watt.
Danehy said he and Watt are
"using lasers to make a windshear detection system for aircrafts."
, Ac last spring '. s College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences awards ceremony, Danehy
won three awards: the Freshman Scholarship Award from
the Northern New England
ASME branch, the Winchester
R. Wood Memorial Scholarship,
and the Tau Beta Pi Honor
Society Sophomore Cert if icace
of Merit.
Danehy is in the Honors
Program, and .is also a photographer for the Granite year book.
Danehy said his major is
"getting harder. I thought it was
going to let up." He is currently
taking five classes, with an
assignment due every day in
every one of them. Every day
he has 8:00 a.m. classes, and he
has no electives.
He said, "I think UNH has
a good engineering department.
They don't cry to kill you, but
you learn most of the scuff."

...

RESUM ES.
. Electronically Typed
$18.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Pape_r and Envelopes

.

Plus -

·

·25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper
Changes easily made with our One Year memory storage

-

· Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30
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Jenkins Court •Durham , N.H.•868 -7031
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EVENING GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATIO N First Floor, New Science Center, 5-7 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern. Snively, 7 p.in.

WEDN~SDAY ,JANUA.RY 27 ·
IMAGINUS PRINT SALE - Lobby near Granite State Room,
MUB, 10 a.m. EVENING GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATIO N "
First Floor, New Science Center, 5-7 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Maine. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

THlJRSDAY, JANUARY 28
IMAGINUS PRINT SALE - Lobl::>y near Granite State Room, _
·
MUB, 10 a.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Boston College. Field House, 4
p.m .

MUSO FILM - "Salvador." Strafford Room, :MUB,-7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

FRIDAY,JAN_U ARY 29
CELEBRITY SERIES - Calliope, A Renaissance Band. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 862-2290.
-·cALENDAR INFORMATIO N MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday. Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their aqs the first day.
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
'.per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
1

~ord Association
(603) 659-6447

Word ·Processing • 'Typing • Transcripti on
·

Durham, New Hampshire

-

Young 's Restau rant ·

& Coffee Shop., Inc.
Breakfa st
2 eggs any style served with corned beef
hash, toast, homefries, and coffee.
$2.85

Luncheo n
Ham and cheese melt served with cup of
-soup.
$2.70

Dinner
Beef liver and onions serv(?d with tossed
salad, mashed potato, and roll.

$3.25
w/ bacon$3.85

48 Main· St.,·.· ,
Durttam , ·N.l;f .·.
1
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC

Health center takes
Hood·House ·tasks

USING A MACINTOSH: The' basics of working
with the Macintosh computer system. The course
covers features and facilities available on the
Macintosh. Prerequisite : Using Microcomputers
or equivalent experience. Wednesday, February
3, 9-11 a.m.
·

PRE-MEDICAL/PRE-DENTAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: If planning to attend medical or
dental school in 1988/89, register with the Premedical Office NOW. Room 14, Floor B, Diamond
Library.

By .Pamela DeKoning
UNH Health Services has
moved from Hood House to the
new Health Cen~er on Ballard
Street. The center opened on
January 5, and is fully operational, according to director Dr. ·
Peter Patterson.
All of the health servic~s are
now located in the Health
Center including the cold clinic
and the pharmacy, said Patterson.
The emergency entrance is
-located across from Stok ~ Hall,
on the parking lot side of the
building. There is also an entrance on the opposite side of
the building ·facing Ballard
Street.
The staff is concentrating on
getting used to the new building
before any changes are made in
any health care services, said
Patterson.

BEqINNING VAX/VMS: An introducrory course
for new users of the VAX/VMS operating system,
the default environment given to each new user,
and an overview of commands, software, and utilities
available on Hilbert. P.r erequisite: Using Timesharing or equivalent experience . Thursday,
February 4, 1;30-4 p .m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
ROSTER DUE DATES (INTRAMURAL): Rosters
are due for the following recreatinal sports: CoRec Innertube WaterPolo, Co-Rec Broomhall, Men's
Bowling, Men's and Women's Volleyball at
mandatory Captains meeting. Wednesday, January
27, Carroll/ Belknap Room, MUB, 6 p.m. ·

FREE SEMINARS FOR STUDENTS: No ·registration, first come first served. Held in McConnell,
Room 306

CAREER.
The following are sponsored by Career Pl.anning
and,Placement:

WORDPROCESSING - Lean co use the packages
·
available in the DISCovery Clusters
WORDPERFECT- Tuesday,January 26, 7 p.m.
MACWRITE - Wednesday,January 27, 7 p.m.

RESUME WORKSHOP: Tips and techniques on
how to write a ·m arketable resume. Tuesday,January
· 26, Forum Room, Diamond Library;4-5 p.m.

GENERAL

MANDATORY SENIOR ORIENTA TIO NS: Seniors who want to interview on-campus or establish
a credentials file must attend one of the following
(if they didn't go in the Fall) : Tuesday, January
27, 4-6 p.m. (MUB).

BEYOND WAR INTRODUCTORY EVENT: Find
out about the concept of building a world beyond
war. Tuesday,January 26, Senate/Merrimack Room,
MUB, 7-9 p.m.
WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP :
Sponsored by United Campus Ministry. A study
of the Minor Prophets. Wednesdays, Waysmeet,
15 Mill .Road, 7-8 p.m.

4TH RECRUITER LIST: Seniors! 4th Recruiter
List covering caompanies interviewing on-campus
from Feburary 22 to March 31 is now available
at Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston
Hall. Pick yours up! 8-4:30 p.m.

IFYE SPEAKER ON COSTA RICA: Sponsored
. by UNH Collegiate 4-H Club. Jeanne Robertson
will be speaking on her exchange to Costa Rica.
There will be more. information on the IFYE
Program and a short 4-H Club meeting. Wedne~day,
January 27, Room 202., Kendall, 7;30 p.m.

HANNAFORD BROTHERS GROUP INFORMATION SESSION: Anyone interested in interviewing with Hannaford Brothers in March should
attend this session. Wednesday, February 3, Belknap
Room, MUB, 5 p.m.
·'

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundreds Q_f Specialty · Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.

CONTRA DANCE: Sponsored by UNH Country
Dancers. Calling ,and music by Boston Favorites,
Tony Parkes and Yankee Ingenuity . Saturday,
January 30, Strafford Room, MUB, 8:30 p .m. to
midnight, $4. All welcome, all dances taughr.

UNIVE;RSITY COMPUTING
Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS command
level prompt($) . CUFS users should tab down
to Other Services on the CUFS menu and type
"TRAINING". Call 3667 (this is a new number)
to register if you do not have access to the above.
All classes held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom
unless otherwise stated.
'

"Right now we' re ironing our
the wrinkles, there are always
things you have to adapt to in
a move," he said.
Patterson cited a lac·k of
closers and signs with directions
as well as muddy and icy entrances as conc;erns which need
attention.
He said, "Things are going
well, they conld have been
easier, and I think it's (the new
building) going to be better. The
main thing is to ask students
to bear with us. We're really in
a shakedown, and it will rake
some getting used to on everyb- .
ody' s part."
Once the "wrinkles" have
been ironed our and the building
is more. presentable, the center
plans open houses to show off
its new facility and welcome the
public, said Patterson.

603/ 431-8319.
' Autun:in_Pond Park, Rt. 1.01 Greenland, hi.H.

DELAWARE MUSIC ENSEMBLE: Joh'nson Theater, Thursday, February 4, 8:00 p.m. General seating.
Tickets $9 in ~dvance; $10 at tht door; $G> for senior
citizens, students, and children. Tickets .available
at the MUB, Exeter Music, arid Sessions Music in
Portsmouth. For info, call 862-2290 or 436-8596.

USING MI~ROCOMPUTERS: Concepts, common
hardware components, common kinds of software,
and _the operating practices for using a typical
microcomputer system will be discussed. Topics
include the operation and care of microcomputer
equipment and data storage media. Monday,
February 1, 9-11 a.m.

MEETINGS
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING:
Discussion of fest, dancing, fighting, quests and
works hips. Friday, January 28, Common Off ice,
MUB, 6 p.m.
UNH FENCING CLUB ·ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Open to all UNH students, faculty
and staff. For information call Rec. Sports at 2031.
Wednesday,January 27, New Hampshire Hall,
7:30 p.m.
.

USING TIMESHARING: How to interact with
a typical timesharing system. Topics include how
to use a computer terminal, and how to connect
to a timesharing system by telephone. Tuesday,
February 2, 2-4 p.m.

Fast Times For Less .With

GUNSTOCK'S

·TWOFER TUESDAYS

u

R H A -M
HOUSE OF PIZZA
incredible edibles
Featuring 11~~:W~ryls
,,_••

.' ~

I

l •

I.

•

.,.

•

AND THURSDAYS TOO!
2 Lift TI"ckets for the Price of One!

Ski for half -price on Tuesdays and Thursdays
when you bring a friend and the coupon
below to Gunstock 1s Ticket Window.

Gunstock is less· than .one Q-ours drive
from the UNH Campus, so find" a friend
and ski for ~nly $io apiece on nonholiday Tuesdays and Thursdays.

.•. ,.._

Offer nor valid on February . 16 & 18, 198'8
Present UNH I.D. at time of purchase.

tacos, nachos, chili bowl, chili
dogs, and seafood salad
Don't forget to call for our
daily, spe~ials

868-22:24

Deliver~;'.$ _,pm to close
~

.

Ski For Half Price On

TWOFER TUESDAY
& THURSDAY TOO!
Buy one regular $2.0 adult lift ticket
and get a second ticket for the same

day on any non-holiday Tuesday or
. Thursday free!
Present this coupon and a valid UNH I.D.
· at the titke1 office for FREE ticket.

~
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Durham Bike

Pettee Brook Lane .
Durham, N .H.

(continued from page 3)
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"fr's the stick in the closet to
try and urge them to stop these
practises," said Gephardt..
Gore said more important
than punishment of other countries is U.S. economic policy and
productivity.
"These questions are more
important," said Gore. "They
have co be addressed at the same
rime (as sanctions ) and with
more attention."
Dukakis wa.s questioned about
the success of Mass., a major
campaigning point for his campaign. Gore asked if he should
be elected President because
Mass has oniy a 2.9 percent
unempoyment rate, co which
Duk~kis replied, "Why not?"
· " By that logic, New Hampshire has a 2.1 percent unemployment rate," said Gore.
"Surely John Sununu should not
be the next President."
"l went to divinity school,"
he continued. "They have a
rougher definition of the word
miracle."
Rev. JesseJackson also poked
holes in "The Mass. Miracle"
saying that the "miracle missed
Roxbury ( a poor section of
Boston) .."
"There are pockets of poverty
that missed the miracle," said
Jackson. He said any plan should
·
target the poor as well. ·
Hart was continually plagued
by ~he scandal regarding Miami
actress Donrra Rice. From the
opening introduction by NBC
commentator John Chancellor,
Hart was confronted with the
issue.
In the incroducrion Chancellor said Har(s departure from
the camRaign after the reported
affair an h.is ieemry into the
race a few months later brought
to mind the lyrics of the song,
"WiJl •you love me in December
as you did in May."
After addressing the issue of
raising taxes, Hart responded
to Chancellor '. s introdu.ction
·whi_ch he felt was a~med ar his
relationship .with Rice rather
than his relationship with the
Democratic party and voters.
''That (answer on caxes) has
a loc more imporca,nce in everyone's minds, rather than the
questiopable taste of your introduction," said Hart.
As some membe{s of (the
audience applauded, Chancellor
explained he meant no harm by
the comment.

A

common outgrowch on

shoulders Sunday. (Ted
· , McKey photo~

COLD WEATHER SPECIALS
VETIA MAGTrack Stand
Road Machine
X-C Ski Pkgs.
Skate Sharpening
X-C Ski Wax
Children's X-C Ski Package
Cannondale Bicycles
Winter Tune-Up
Mon.-Fri. 10-5

NBC News set up shop in the Games Room co edit their tapb.
(Ted McKey phoro)

The subject came up again
when a student, Jay Gould,
brought up his ability ro lead
the country with reports of an
affair and illegal campaign
comriburions clouding his character.

Simon, who avoided most of
the heated contests, interjected
his belief char · the Democratic
party should SU pport his goals
on jobs and education.
"I want a 'p arty thaccares for
the less fortunate," said Simon.

W1 Aie ~

$99.99
$199.99
$99.99
$2.99
$1.99
$59.99
$100 Off
$29.99
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GRADUATION IS
,CLOSER THAN
YOU THINK

Sorority returns to campus
By Pamela DeKoning

If you're receiving your degree in 1988, you ~n start
· exploring career opportunities with State Street Bank
!.Ind Trust Campany now. Already the nation's largest
mutual fund custodian and master trustee, our continued expansion in those areas·and in global custody
operations creates exciting entry-level career openings
for graduates ready to demonstrate a high degree of
commitment to quality.

'

Account Controllers/
Portfolio Accountants
As an Account Controller, you'll join the team of the
largest Mutual Fund Custodian in the nation; you'll
work directly with Money Managers and be responsible
for controlling and administering the portfolio's assets,
liabilities and income. As a Portfolio Accountant, you'll
work with Investment Advisors to control pension and
endowment fund portfolios for the nation's largest
Master Trustee. Within our Global Custody Divis.ion,
Portfolio Accountants work with domestic and international clients investing in global securities and communicating with worldwide sub-custodian banks and
clients.
Successful candidates will be det~il-oriented with strong
communication and organizational skills, possess a solid·
understanding of accounting principles and preferably
hold a Bachelor's degree in a business discipline and
have equivalent experience.

Apply now and establish a working relationship
with State Street. You'll enjoy top pay and ex-·
cellent benefits like in-house advancement training. Send your resume to the attention of Robyn
Zimmer or/ane West Wilson, 1776 Heritage Drive,.
North Quincy, MA 02171. State Street is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

·9State~~
We Have A Working Relationship .
With New Englan4. And The World.
-

Cole said, "Their goal is co February 12, 13, and 14, after
The Greek system will see the colonize spring semecer. If they open rush at ocher Greek houses
return of Kappa Delea sorority meet all' the goals of Kappa has ended, said Stackhouse.
Registration for rush will cake
chis spring, according co Pan- Delea nationals then 4hey will
hellenic representative Am'y be ready co join the other place February 8, 9, 10, and 1L
Panhellenic sororities for for- , during lunch and dinner at
Scackhous~
·
Kappa Delea was chosen over mal rush in the fall. I'm sure Huddleston, Philbrook and Stil·
lings, said _Bramen.
cwo ocher national sororities, they'll do chis."
On February 12, rush will
, In February, 35 to 40 Kappa
Alpha Zeta Pi and Zeta Tau
Alpha because of strong alumni Delea sisters from the U niver- begin with an open house at
and national support, and be- sicy of Rochester in New York Benjamin' s. Interviews will
cause their goals and programs will come co UNH to help follow on Saturday in the Merfie jn . well with t'he existing national Kappa Deltas colonize, rimack room in the MUB, said
UNH sororities, 's aid Panhel~ said Stackhouse. Several Kappa Bramen.
Bids will be distributed on
lenic President Christina Bra- . Deltas will stay ac each existing
UNH sorority for the weekend Sunday at a .earty at the Ne~
men.
.
England Center, said Bramen.
Kappa Delta's Alpha Sigma of rush, according to Cole.
Kappa Delea is currently and
Rochester is the closest Kapchapter was initially installed
at UNH in 1923 according co pa Delea chapter, said former independently looking for a
Bramen. "In 1962 they aban- Panhellenic representative Sta- house, said Stackhouse, addindoned the chapter because of cey Center. The national sor- g,"If Kappa Delta finds a house
ority has 113 active chapters and before Alpha Phi (another
a lack of interest," she said.
sorority on campus looking for
The Kappa Delea colony will is almost 100 years old.
Rush for the coloni,z ing Al - a house), Kappa Delea will gee
pledge about 95 women, said
PanheHenic advisor· Patty Cole. pha Sigma chapter will be held it."

~

~

Flex your
creative
·muscles -

@iiJ/X]r!i,!J@[i][X~
A full service repair shop
specializing in
German, Japanese, and Swedish
Quality work performed and explained

Take photos
.for the

. "THE RESULTS ARE GREAT AND YOU KNOW·WHY"

322 Route 125, Lee
West on route 4 to Lee traffic circle
continue 3.5 miles south.

659-5454
John Schier, Prop.
NH inspection Station

11ieNew
A ~ Hampshire

s
Monday •• $2.00
small cheese pizza

Tuesday: $4.00
large cheese pizza .

Starting at 6:00 - close

..
.

:Wi-:& ~ tel._ q,.

,,e,111~q"" 0

<>6

~-,

·

r;vr;a .
: '868-2224 ~iii°'
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--KING-(cominued from page l)
that· ;,different" purpose was.
-The decision was an unpopular one amongst those in
attendance, such as Beth Watson
of Newmarket.
"It's up to Gordon Haalanc:L
to set an example in his quest
to make· UNH the 'best small
public University in the country,' " said Watson.
Organizer Cathy Harder, who
attended last week's King rally
in Concord, agreed with Haaland and admitted that nothing
can be done at the University
until existing state laws are
changed. New Hampshire is the
only state east of the Mississippi
River not to honor the slain civil
rights leader's birthday, a decision marcher Ned Whaley of
Lee regarded as "absolutely
primative."
With the number of movements·and rallies in New Hampshire on the increase, march
officials view the future with
guarded optimism with hope
that someday soon their ·day will
come.
As Fisher said in an interview
earlier yesterday, "I hope these
interests continue co grow and
deepen so that in the near future
the day will be recognized as the
important holiday it is."

An education for those who can't look the othe~ ~ay.

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
poten~ial.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
dassroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading ·
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences
Athletic 1\-aining
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation C<'.mnseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
.• Coun_seling
• Elementary & Secqndary
ft
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

1lJ

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
Univers!tY

An equal opportunity/affirmative

action university. •

-GRANT(cominued,from page 1)
says the award "is clearly an
investment in the future."
Paul Bi-ockelman, professor
of philosophy and acti.ng director for the Center . for the
Humanities, says there are a
number of new programs being
im plememed.
·
Amoitlg these programs are
visits co· campus by "distinguished humanists" who would
offer lecrures, conduct faculty
seminars and visit classes.
Other projects set aside for
possible funding include a lecture series for the general public
and a series of summer seminars
for high school humanities
teachers.
\
When· asked what sec UNH
ap a rt from ocher potential
candidates for the gram, Brockelman named Richard Hersh;
UNH vice-president for academic affairs, Stu.arc Palmer;
Dean of ~he College of Liberal
Arts ( and professor of sociology ) and the humanities faculty
who are all "on the move. "
Brockelman emphasized chat
"this is just the beginning." As
we receive more funding we can
build a stronger program, thus
setting ourselves up as candidates for future funding.
.
The cemer's recem designation -as a. UNH Center for
Excellence has made it a high
priority for university funding,
says Brockelman, but the national gram will provide welcome su pporr.
As Brockelman summed it up,
"All chis indicates that chis is
a coffee poc _percµlating and I
think we're going ro have a great
cup of coffee."

Spread those
rusty wings!
Reach new
e 1 g h ·t ,s
through

11ieNR
Hampshire.·

AFFORDABLE'
HOUSING· FOR
U.N.H.
STUDENTS

One bedroom condominiums from $68,850 ... two ·
bedroom condominiums from ·$74,850. These low
preconstruction prices are offered for a limited time,
_only on the first 96 units sold. With the high demcmd for quality homes at low prices, these garden,,..
condominiums are sure to sell fast!

Exceptional location. The Meadows at Dover is just
north of Portsmouth, within easy commuting distcmce to Durhc:nn. Beaches, mountains, lakes. shopping, recreation cmd educational facilities are
within easy driving d.istcmce.
Quality construction. Rarely are so mcmy features
included at these low prices. Stcmdard features
include applianced kitchen, private balcony or
patio, carpeting, gas heat, elevator cmd more. The
condominium community is developed by The
Cob1al Group: with a reputation for quality you ccm
deJ)endon.
For more information call 1-800-537-7301 or
(603)749-0008 Uocally). Better yet, visit our sales
office cmd furnished moo.el too.ay.

Unit plans and plices cne subject to ch~ge without notice.

The Mecmws at Dover is marketed by Dube. cabral & Company, Inc.

Seller reserves the right to limit the number o1 investors ctnd to restrict the number of homes purchased by ea::h individual and each household. -

I-95 North to Spaulding Turnpike, to Exit ~W, then one mile west to Th~ Meadows
134 Knox Marsh Road, Doyer, New Hampshi~e •- Call toll-free 1-800-537-7301
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_ JOIN THE rRANSFE R ORIENTATION STAFF
Applications Available Now - MUB Rm. 136
Commuter Transfer Center - Deadline: 2-3-88

§
§

•

GREAT LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITY!

I

Deadline:

§

/

i

February 5, 1988

t·
t

Position available through the
COMMU TER/TR ANSFER CENTER
!

§

Job description and applications available
at the Commuter /Transfer Genter,
Room 136MUB

LEADERSHIP

Think summer - Apply for June Transfer
Orientation Staff!!! Applications available ·now
in Commuter Transf.er Cente.r {MUB Room 136)
Deadline is February 3. Apply today!!! .

,
~~~~~~~~~~

FRESH MAN
- ORIE NTAT ION '88 ·
** MEET PEOPLE AND HA VE FUN WHILE INTRODUCIN G NEW
STUDENTS TO UNH ...
** DEVELOP YOUR LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
WHILE YOU HELP THEM FORM THEIR FIRST IMPRESSIONS ...
** 'BE A MEMBER OF ,A GREAT STAFF AND WORK AS PART
OFA TEAM ...

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
MAY 31-JU NE 28
SALARIE D POSITION
Applicatio ns and j'ob descriptio ns
available at the Dean of
Students Office
Second Floor Huddlesto n _

APPLICATIONS DUE FEB. 5
We encourage students of diverse backgrounds to apply

Quebe c

Thursday, January 28 - 12:30
·oean of Student s Conf. Rm.
·208 Huddles ton Hall

San Diego /Santa Cruz

Tuesday , February 2 - 12:30 .
Carroll/ Belknap Rm. - MUB

Arund el, England

.

Tuesday , February 9 ~ 12:30
Carroll Rm. - MUB

F tirther Inform ation
Dean of Student s Office
Huddles ton ·Hall 862-2050
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.JAY LENO ·
You actually be1i eve d ✓that those
clOwns at SCOPE
could ,sell out my show
in 3 days?

tiSALE AT THE MUB

)t

The New Hampshire· ._needs an
I

)

· ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER· For Spring Sam.ester

*

*

5-7 hours/week
working with Account Receivables.

,* -Paid Positioil-Gre at Experienc·e
*Looks Great on a Resume*
.

'

Eventually leading to Business Manager
. Position if desired!
· Come to

The New Banipshire· and pick up

·an applicatio/n. ' Room 110-B in the MUB.
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·Editorial
I

Gould regre sses
The seven major Democratic candidates
for president got six of the coughesr
questions they've probablly faced in New
Hampshire at the nationally televised
debate held Sunday in the MUB. Only six
good questions we-re aske9 because one
student, Jay Gould, wasted the opportunity
and regressed to ask Gary Hart the same
tired question about _the candidate's seemingly sorted past.
"Why would the American people want
to put their trust and faith in your ability
and judgment," Gould asked.
Some, probablly Gould included, thought
it was a courageous question about rhe
relevant issue of Hart's "character". Bur

Budgets
To the Editor:
An o'p en letter to all students:

it doesn't rake much integriry ro reh~1sh
the same scale questions and challenges
which have been bantered around in the
media for months.
Gould cited rhe controversies surrounding
Han's name change, rumored affair, and
alleged misallocarion of campaign funds.
Gould said, "You have personally become
the central focus of your campaign, r.ir:1er
than rhe issues you represent." W eli, Gouici
contributed directly to just to char: ciouding
of the economic, arms race , dornesri( ~nc
foriegn policy issues wifri SeDS:.i-C:O ~"'.~i:
rheroric.
It is important to recognize fr,.e gr:.1viry
of Han's alleged and real sins. i--i;owever,

the one or two people in charge of
the organization make the choice
for you, add s·o me input on how you
would like your money to be spent
next year. I am inviting every
student to do this by attending the
budget meetings. Thank you for
your interest.

The begining of tbe semester is
a crucial time for all tbe Student
Sincerely,
Activity Fee funded organizations.
, Patrick J. Sweeney
This is when the budgets frum the
Chairman, SAFC
respective organizations come up
to the Student Activity Fee Council
for approval. The budgets will
decide how your Activity Fee will
be allocated and spent next year.
There are currently nine organi- To the Editor:
zations that have SAF status, that
Currently I am in Estelli, Nicais they are funded by the Student
Activity Fee, the concepts of two ragua working as a voJunteer with
other additional organizations were the NJ.CA .. school. The 'Nuevo
approved and they also have to Instituto de Centro America' is a
prepare budgets, as well. There will political/humanitarian project that
be, elevep total budgets to be operates in solidarity with the
reviewed, changed and voted on by people of Nicaragua and their
the Student Activity Fee Council Sandinista leadership. The schools
purpose is multi-faceted: ro bring
(SAFC).
North Americans to Nicaragua to
the
on
begins
This entire process
26th of this month when all the learn Spanish while experiencing
organizations are required to turn the revolutionary process; to liv~
in their budgets to me. The follow- with a family in Esteli; and to
ing Thursday the hearings on each 'prepare U.S. citizens ro organize
organization will take place. This against-Reagan's efforts to interfere
is when the budgets are carefully with Nicaragua's right to selfscrutinized, questioned and voted determination and his efforts co
on. This is a very pertinent time subvert the peace process initiated
for students to get involved. If any la August by the five presidents
f Central America.
student has questions or concerns
Several weeks ago, before I left
with any of the SAF organizations
or the two new ones the time o for Estelli, I met a Vietnam Veteran
voice your opinion and n:iake while setting up to olay music .at
changes is during these budget the Branding Iron. For about an
meetings. All the meetings will be hour I listened as he talked of his
held in the Grafton room of the struggle, now 20 years running, to
readjust from the trauma of the
Ml}Jl-at 12:30 pm.
Vietnam war, and to reintergrate
....-The Sunday following these meet- himself into the community. His
ings the budgets witl be presented story meved me. Toward the end
to the Student Senate by either of it, I asked his opinion of Reagan's
myself or Chris Germain; the Safo efforts t0 overthrow the Sandinisbusiness manager. The Senate will tas. I had listened carefully all along
then vote on them based on the so a nocicable trust had de\;eloped
reccomendation of the SAFC.
between us. He looked at me for
Many of the organizations are a few moments, and then whisplanning some dramatic increa:ses
pered, "Just like in Vietnam, the
or changes in their budgets for the
U.S. government destroys , either
upcoming year. Rather than letting with its men or the men its money

Nicaragu a

by this rime every active participant or even
casual observer of the presidential race {s
fully aware of Hart's transgressions. Vocers
have already made up rheir minds abdL c
the relevency of Hare's behavior wicni:">
their own set of ethical and political values.
Gould's muckraking did nor serve co
enlighten nor raise rhe the level of debate.
Go1J.ld' s question ·s erved only to get his name
or face on nearly every nightly news
broadcast and in Monday's newspapers_
The ocher six students ar rhe debare asked
intelligent, well researched questions, which
kept rhe candidare.s on their roes and made
us proud co be UNH scudenrs. Gould's
question left a bad caste in our rnourhs.

co all who rake rhe riIT1e co srruggie
porr10g weapons t0 the Contras. for peace, .and in cioing so, also tat<e
can huy, chat which anorner people The articles informed chat the an important seep ir. rhe pursuit
build. The Contras can't ever be a drivers of rhe train had filed suit of self-dignity. Speciiically, I dedmilicaryy force in Nicaragua because
against Brian, who is a narional hero icate this letter to Brian Wilson and
they are roo weak ro hold land; and
in Nicaragua, because rhe accidenr Benjamin Linder who have aided
they caq'r ever be a political force
had caused them 'psychological the Nicaraguan .people in their
because they are Cl.A. trained and, distress'. I showed rhe articles co struggle to achjieve peace with
therefore, are capable of only Clara, my Nicaraguan mother; she dignity in the midst oi uncountable
destruction."
/ looked at me and simply said, atrocities committed by the Reagan
Last week, Paul Rice an agrarian
'absurda, absurda'. Io my mind kept administration. Finally, I deciicace
economist born and educated in the
ringing Brian's own words, "You th'is letter co my friend ar rhe
United States, came to the N.I.C.A.
pur your life on the line to fight Branding Iron who has nor b/en
school to · lead a discussion on
a war and you ger medals; you do able ro find a community -through
'Agrarian Reform During The
the same for peace and people think which co achieve eirher peacee or
self-dignity, because in th7 lJnice<.i
Nicaraguan Revolution'. For more
that you are insane."
than 5 years Paul has lived and
The national slogan in Nicaragua States of America, all coo ,6ften, no
.
worked in the war zone of Northern
in 1988 is 'Peace With Dignity'. such community yet exists.
Michael C. Daley
Nicaragua near the Hondo ran
Accordingly, I dedicate this lerrer
UNH Graduate 1987
border. Toward the end of his
presentation, a student asked about
the events surrounding the death
of Benjamin Linder, the 28 year old
mechanical engineer assassinated
by the Contra. Paul, whose location
in Nicaragua and role in the revoELIZABETH B. COTE. Editor-in-Chief
lutionary process are similar to
those of Benjamin Linder's, drew
a deep breath, and replied, ··Ben's
ROBERT C. DURLING. Managing Eaitor
JOANNE MARINO. Managing Editor
death was no accident."
.
JAY KUMAR. News Editor
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor
· He went on to explain that Linder
CHARLES J. McCUE Jr., Sports Eaitor
MARKT. BABCOCK II, Sports Editor
PETER TAMPOSI. PhOto Editor .
w~s in the process of constructing
, BETH INESON, Photo Editor
ARTHUR LIZIE. Arts Editor
a series of small hydro-electric dams
S.USAN FLYNN. forum Editor
which would have serviced an entire
, .. KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager
valley of co-operatives. At a low
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
cost he was accomplishing what the
government had, as of yet, been
Susan Smith
Sadie Greenway
Advertlal~g Auoclates
Jessica Standish
Kim Hartman
Debbie Donohoe
unable to do: provide electricity.
Nancy Taylor
M. Amunategui
Debi MacNeill
His work would have brought •
Amanda Waterfield
Antonio Velasco
Parke Madden
Arts Reporters
Production Assistant
concrete economic gains to the
Aut Bualneal Mgr.
Susan Aprill
Staff Reporters
Stacey Kazakis
valley, and in doing so would have
Carroll
Jim
Chistopher Pollet
Circulation Mgr.
Ric Dube
Mary Tamer
validated the Sandinista effort
Steven Greason
Jonsson
Patrik
Beth Ineson
Asst Circulation Mgr.
there. In an out- lying region
Robert Hallworth
News Reporters
Greg Pariseau
the
attack,
Mamigonian
Marc
Contra
to
lshi Burdett
susceptible
Copy Readers
Kristen Waelde
Rebecca Carroll
Caryl Calabria
co-operative would have organized
Sports Reporters
Cara Connors
Dave Casy,,ell
Scott Bemiss
themselves in defense of economic
Pamela DeKoning
Ellen Harris
Jason Doris
Michele Ferguson
Christine O'Connor
production. Once organized, the
Ed Flaherty
Annabelle Freeman
News Brief Editor
government would have channeled
John Kelley
Beth Goddard
Robert Durling
Fuller
Adam
Graves
Curtis
Managers
Graphic
more supplies into rhe region such
Cartoonists
Robin Hooker
Debbie Bellavance
as rnorors and piping for irrigation,
Michael F. Dowe
Bob Klemme
Marjorie Otterson
Robert Durling
Michele Laforge
Graphic Assistants
rools for harvest, fortilizers, and
Dick Sawyer
Wendy Marder
Carrie Bounds
the like. ·
Technical Supervisor
Joanne Marino
Denise Bolduc •
Leah Orton
•
Mathieson
Cindy
Christo
Carolyn
Barric"La
Today in Nicaragua,
Typists
Ed McDaid
Marla Cox
ada" and "El Nuevo Diario" printed
Caryl Calabria
Adam McKeown
Lisa Hamel
Alex Moll
Darcy LeBrun
Elizabeth Crosslev
srories about Brian Wilson, the
Charlie Mulkeen
Joanne Flaherty ,
Nicole Luongo
Vietnam Veteran whose legs were
Jessica Purdy
Ellen Harris
JoAnn Schambier
Antony Ray
Kristin Hladi k
Liz Uretsky
severed while conduction a nonAlexandra Romoser
Christine O'Connor
Photographers
violent protest over the passage
Beth Severance
Amanda Waterfield
Bill Barnes
of -a ~.s. government train trans-
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University Forum
Camp us catas troph e
I feel pretty lucky, I got four classes this semester
at registration, three of which I actually requested.
But there is just one problem. "What problem?"
you may ask, "At least you got classes." Thar is
the problem, I feel lucky because I got classes. For
$10,000 a year, luck ~ouldn't have anything to
do with it.
l decided t0 write chis article when twice as many
people showed up to my English c!ass as the class
would hold. In a couple of hours and over dinne r
I had amassed a collection of registration horror
stories that infuriated me , and attest to the
magnitude of the registration problem.
Ten Poly Sci classes were cancelled this semester,
leaving majors and everyone else up a creek without
a course. It seems that at least a couple of courses
have been cancelled in most every department, co
judge from che number of people I know bumped
from classes. I are dinne r the other night with a
graduating (maybe ) senior who has preregistered
four rimes for Philosophy 447 in che past cwo years.
It is a gen ed, and it fits in with his philosophy
minor, bur he still can't get che course. I rook Food
a nd People, 2000 people preregistered for two
~ ctions . They added another section at the last
minu te, bur that is still not enough space for all
that wanted the course. All over campus the srory
is the same, roo many people on the rosters, and
long ~aic lists t~ g~t in if anyone woul~ be foolish

By Julie Stickler
faculty to rake on the students to settle for less
that optimum classroom conditions.
I think char we, as ~uition paying students, ought
to send a message to the adminiscr,ation of the
University that we want something done about
the course situation at UNH. Since we pay Haaland' s
salary, I think we have a right to remind him of
his goal of this being the best small liberal arts
college in the country . We as consumers are not
getting our money's worth.
My ideas to remedy the situation? I think that
there ought to be some system whereby you get
higher pioriry if you have preregistered for a class
more than once, eliminating the need to try two
and three times to get courses in my major. The
registrar's ought to do a computer audit to discover
which classes are most popular, and the administration ought tO BUDGET money tO add sections
and hire facutly w.here necessary. Nobody- shouid
ever get less than three classes at registration unless
they wa nJ it that way.
I would encourage you to drop a (polite) note
to your D~an and Gordon Haaland if you agree with
me, or highlight a copy of this article and scribble
a note on it expressing your views on the topic.
Or maybe send a copy of your tuition bill? At any
rate, let yourself be heard, or things may keep getting
worse instead of better.
Julie Stickler is ·a Junior Psychology. ~jor.

enough to actually drop a course once they get into
it.
Let's face ic, college is big business.( If you haven't
figured chat our, ac least you learned something
chis semester.) And just like char other big business,
che airlines, colleges tend to overbook. But unlike
the airlines, college students have an uncanny
tendency to attend colleges that accept them, and
to show up for classes that they get granted by the
Registrar's Office. For che past several years the
freshman class has been larger than expected, and
the results can· be seen in the housing and parking
problems, and right now during that mad scramble
for classes. And I would say that after several years,
the problem has "reached crisis proportions.
Things are getting ridiculous. Seniors who want
to graduate can nor gee gen eds or major classes.
Sophomores who have to declare a major this spring
can not get the classes they need to get inco restricted
majors like Communications and Psychology. And
freshmen without classes are fresh out of luck.
Professors are faced with crowds of students that
they would like to educate, but they have limited
time, and may not have ordered enough books for
a double helping of srudenrs. Ir is not fair ro expect
them to grade 10 to 100 extra papers to accomodare
the crowds that are appearing at their office doors
on their hands and knees (yes, I know someone
who groveled_ for a cl~ss) . And it is nor fair to expect

Africa
By Randy Spartichino
: : : _:.<=Can 't close my eyes,

.,,~

)-·_.i Can't cover my ears,
can no long er deny its existence.

1
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i:(') I must stand and face it,
raw
n:st2t,0+1:=ixn::nt:inr+1xnrnn
irnm2rn:mrnrcrnT1::mrnrnr2rrx1rrnrnrn rnrrn1@rnr:,:>::;x:=_<._: : my swollen breast scraped clean
t!f1~~~il1ll mtr2 : 1: IlI:]l: ::1:1::I::!Ji::1::~tm::J:::::::::: :tI:::::::;::1:::::::::::::::::::·:-;::- -:-::: of sinew,
.,.,.·.,., .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.\ •m y heart and soul
exposed to ihe horror·
that is apartheid.
_-: ,_,=_,_,,_i,_,
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i: A man has been in prison
::

,,,,:-:,,,,,,,,-,,;:,;c=:==8:=,===,===,,,,,=,

all my life,

_

His courage will keep me warm,
His vigil will strengthen me,
-.:\ It's his face you see in the faces
_
.,,,,! of his people,
his love you see in their eyes, his
· , ·
hope they wear
with their smiles. ·
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Forum pieces do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the New Hampshire staff.

•••••••••••••••••••
•
•

• Perhaps a poem • Maybe a cartoon

: A thOu_ght for the day

•

•

:

:write for our Forum page soon!!!:

··-···· ······· ··-

When freedom and justice aren't
universal,
when equality is a lie, when
others are oppressedfree .
South Africa Awareness Week
January 25-28
Randy Spartich ino is a DiviJ~io n of Cont inuing
Education student.
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7 & 9:30pm·

. Dance to al.I your

$1 students
$2 others

favorite hits with ...
(

lVOW---------

---SOUND·- - - ------EXPRESS==-

. ~<b . ' .

, ~
4

...~rt...VV
'.

.··

9.00pm

The adventures of an :American
photo-jourrtalist i_~ El Salrq,dor during _

$2 students
$3 others

j
1

their Civil War ...

STRAFFORD ROOM

One of the Seacoast's
Hottest New Bands

***You've seen th0m at CLUB

-INTERESTED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY?

J,

. SC.h

r

':. ·

· clhsses begi~
CASINO· and now you can see .
,

' them in the MUB PUB*** .

--6:30- 9pm
--4 sessions

--$40 includes darkroom fee

!More info in Friday's paper!

· Contact Rob or Kathy at MUSO for info.
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Does
Rock andRoll
Need
By l\'.[arc A. Mamigonian
Last week, the third annual
ceremonies of the as yet unbuilt
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
were held, and I thought, gosh,
wouldn't it just be fun to .rake
a closer look at what went on
(no, I was not there, bur I was
invited by Bob Dylan ro go along
and act as his interpreter, but
that turned our nor ro be necessary). The requirement for this
year's inductees was that they .
released material no later than
1962. As it turns out, 1962 was
the first year of recording for
several of rock's seminal figures,
most of whom are. still active,
to varying degrees, in the in dustry roday. These acts are The
Beatles (you know, Ringo's
band), The Supremes (aka Diana Ross and the Supremes),
The Beach Boys, The Drifters,
and Robert Allen Zimmerman,
aka Bob Dylan.
I muse admit that the whole
concept of a Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame has always struck me
as being a trifle insane, albeit
well intentioned. The whole
genre has only been around
" thirty years or so (maybe there
should be some standard
number of years set before
anything can have a hall of
fame) and since in chose thirty
years the number of performers
who have produced work of
enduring greatness or artistry
is so small, the hall seems
destined ro be a rather absurd
institution where mediocrity

The Supremes were, for me,
the only real "girl" group of the
sixties. They were the best, the
most enduring, and the lease
insipid (which, for a girl group,
was a major accomplishment)·. ·
The Drifters, fronted by Ben
E. King (of "Stand By Me" solo
fame) produced classics like
"Under the Boardwalk" and
"Up On the Roof," mixing rock
arid soul.
The Beach Boys, before they
began losing .to The Beatles and
the other British invasion bahds,
produced a distinctive (not
necessarily good,_but distinctive
nonetheless) brand of California
oriented surf music (as opposed
· to, say, Nebra.s ka oriented surf
music).
Also inducted for their "pioneering efforts" were folk
legend Woody Guthrie and the
invenror of the solid body
electric guitar, Les Paul. This
is very interesting; I can only
guess what Guthrie's reaction
to being inducted into the Rock
Hall of Fame would be. I am not
denying his influence, especially ,
through such devotees as Dylan,
but Guthrie was the· guru of the
folk establishment which practically crucified Dylan when he
first "went electric" in 1965.
If they are going ro induce
everyone who unwittingly contributed to rock music, they will
have to start with the first
human who bangea a stick on
a rock and work from there.
The induction ceremony was

A
Hall Of Fame?
will be rewarded and obvious marred for some by the absence
·greatness will be recognized as, ' of Paul McCartney and Diana
. well, obvious greatness. I mean, Ross, who were exercising their .
does anyone _nor know by now right co stay away fro.m such
that The Beatles and ·Bob Dylan proceedings . This led to some
completely transformed the amazingly childish taunting
· whole concept of popular mus- from the Beach Boy's Mike Love, ·
ic? Well, actually, there probably who challenged Paul and the
are some people who do not "mop cops" and Diana Ross to
realize this, so maybe it is not play 185 shows a year like the
such a bad idea.
Beach Boys do, apparently not
First, an overview of the grasping that unlike the Beach
inductees. Puc quite simply, The Boys, The Beatles had the sense
BeacJes·sec the standard to which to break up before they became
all subsequent acts have been raging self-parodies of them and will be compared . They selves. He also challenged Mick
injected hew concepts of me- Jagger, who was in attendance,
lodicism, mysticism, lyricism, to come up onscage and jam with
and downright brilli~nce inro the Beach Boys, since Mick had
the then (and still) stagnated always been afraid to in the past,
popular music scene. They were apparently also not realizing
spurred on in: large pare by Bob that a dork who has been wearDylan, who first burst open the ing a goofy Hawaiian shire and
scene as a folk singer, but who singing heavy scuff like "Eve later fused folk and rock (which rybody's gone surf in', surf in '
many people called folk-rock, USA" really is lucky chat they
for some reason), producing a are even letting him in the Hall
sering of startlingly brilliant of Fame. When Dylan gave his
albums in the mid-sixties. Since induction speech ( after being
then, his brilliance has been less introduced accurately by Bruce
consistent, but as recent albums Springsteen as "the.reason any
like infidels prove, when Dylan · of us are here" and emerging
is clicking, no one comes near decked out in a sharp white suit
him.
and black James Brown cape)

. Calliope: A Renaissance Band appear Friday, January 29 at 8 p.m.-· in the Johnson Theater.

Calliope To Bring
R e11aJ'•csance O· UN7f
· ~

.,;;;;,,

i

. By Patrik Jonsson
· notes, "like croubadors, in that
_ Just as the Rolling Scones entertaining 1s what we do," the
were the premier British cover group will perform music origband of the early sixties, Cal- inating between the thirteenth
liope is the premier modern day and seventeenth centuries plus
cover band of the Renaissance. a contempora_ry piece entitled
Comprised of Lucy Bardo, Law- "Bestiary," "o/ritten expressly
rence Benz, Allan Dean, and Ben for them by Peter Shickele,
Harms, vircusos of the over creator of PDQ Bach . Often
forty ancient and mo.dern in- · working· from just a single line
scruments used in Renaissance of music - perhaps a ranson or
performances, Calliope will a chant - they have expanded
recall all the popular hits of the on the pieces themselves, bring.day in a performance at the ing diversity and experimenJohnson Theater on Friday, tation co their performances.
Live, they are even known co
January 29 at 8 p.m.
As Calliope member Harrr:is. "jam."

Ac 4 p.m. on the day of the
show, the members of Calliope
will offer a lecture demonscra_tion and master class at the
Johnson Theater. The event is
open to the public. Member Ben
Harms will discuss the devel opment of early music, while
other group members work with
u oiversity students and other
participants.
Tickets for the 8 p.m . show
are $12.00; $10.00 for seniors.
The show is pare of the Theater
Department's 1987-88 Celebrity
Series.
·

he thanked che boara of directors of che Hall and also "Mike
Love for not mentioning me in ·
his speech."
The night concluded with a
superstar jam session, including
house band Paul Schaffer and
the Late .Night gang, Billy Joel,
Jeff Beck, John Fogerty, Ringo,
George, Mick Jagger, and Dylan,
with Mick doing "Satisfaction"
and "I Saw Her Standing There" Big Dipper
with George Harrison (two Heavens
band. Boston is a band's heaven
ironic points here: first, the song
. or hell, depending on how they
is one of McCartney's, who was Homestead Records
choose to look ·at ic; there are
noc there, and second, who ever By Ric Dube
more bands in Boston than
't hought Harrison would ever
Big Dipper's first record, Boo
anywhere.
again be in danger of too much Hoo, came out last' year to little
Big Dipper seem to be trying
public exposure?), Dylan reaction, buc what little ic got co float that ·decision on their
was_positive and should have latest release, the passionate
howled "Like a Rolling Scone"
and "All Along che Watchtow- been encouraging to the band. Heavens. These ten songs bleed
The record was a six song EP from a heart dripping from the
er," and they called it a night.
The whole ceremony would on Homestead, and although band's sleeve, without crying,
be worth seeing, if only for the it broke little ground in rhe preaching, or venting one ray
genre of jumpy jangle pop, the of pretentiousness.
ja·m session, but was it televised?
Ir's unfortunate chat, by the
Of course not, but the always cov·e r featured a great photo of
scintillating American Music them with fishing equipment, norms of past history, Big
and chat was cool.
Awards show, which usually
Dipper have little hope for
Actually, Boo Hoo was a very further commercial success; they
looks more like a vaudeville
review iscomingupsoon. Idon't good record as pop records by seem to be joining bands like
know about you, but I am so Boston bands generally go. The I;)umpcruck as the new wave of _
problem arises in che bittersexcited chat I'm afraid I might
weet honor qf being a ·Boston
rupture something.

Go Fishing With
Big Dipper

-
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Strummer's Wa/Rer Not Clash Rehash
·Joe Strummer
Walker - Original Motion
, Picture Soundtrack
- Virgin Records
By Arthur Lizie
In more innocent times, be, fore Madonna, Michael Jackson,
and MTV, the eighties loomed ·
large on the horizon as a decade '
which might offer rock and roll
a new life. The fifties spawned
the genre, the sixties threw the
bar· mitzvah, and the seventies,
revitalized by punk, weathered
the mid-life crisis. The eighties
apeared somewhat promising.
One of the more promising
bands of the then young decade
was The Clash. These guys had
more energy, guts, and grit then
a whole army of Bon Jovis set
loose at an Aqua Net co'nvention. They were a slight hope
of a generation which saw only
Grand Funk Railroad and Boston in its past and more of the
same in its future. They began
by spitting in peoples faces and
matured into a socially, politically, and musically evolved
·group.
Within a short period of time
the band released two of the
greatest rock albums, London

Calling and Sandinista!, each
more diverse and fascinating
then as fresh batch of snowflakes. Aside from being a bunch
of fun rn listen to, each record
expanded the way in which rock
is viewed today, the first record
exploring the possibilities of
the punk genre to the limits,
the second ambitiously integrat- ·
ing third world rhythms and
textures. Each album is at least
as interesting to listen to today
as w:hen it was fir,s t released.
The ending of the story is
painfully obvious . The Clash
burnt themselves out. The Who
passed them the torch of British
"seat-of-the-pants rock" and ·
the "punk''. quartet quickly went
from being "The only band that
matters," as their t-shirts once
proudly proclaimed, to the latest
band to make a buck on an
American reunion tour. The
final breakup was over who was
going to mix the dance singles
or some such foolishness .
For a long time after the split,
long being very relative in the
·age of a Chicken McNuggets
mentality, the two main creative
forces in the.band,JoeStrummer
and Mick Jones, hated each

other. Suddenly, Mick was on nuances of the banjos, mandol- the hopes of innumerable foltop of the world with Big Audio ins, tymbales, congos, and bon- lowers by being typical. Big
Dynamite and Joe was doing . gos speak for themselves; anoth- Audio Dynamite are extremely
songs for a soundtrack honoring er step in the right direction is likeable, but they d_on't break
a glorified junkie. Seeing where the fact that although he wrote _any new ground. Walker does
the money was to be made, Joe and produced the record, break new ground for Joe
made up with_Mick and got to Strummer only appears on Strumme.r. He's not afraid to
help. mix an album and a dance vocals ( three songs), Jetting the ~o something out of the ordinary for a "punk" r~:>cker. This
12", which brings us to ·the work be done by professionals.
present.
The atypical Clash deflated is a record which deserves to
be heard. Viva Strummer!
Joe Strummer's Walker, the
soundtrack to an allegedly miserible strip of celluloid, isn't The
Clash, isn't Big Audio Dynamite,
and isn't the pitiful Strummer
of the Sid and Nancy or Straight
To Hell (both movies also
directed by Walker's director
Alex Cox) soundtracks. Instead,
it is an entertaining and tho- roughly refreshing jaunt into
Latino and south o' the border
songs, rhythms, and feelings.
It is a siesta festival showing
that Strummer learned a trick
or two musically as well as
lyrically while churning out the
six vibrant sides of Sandinista!.
He also learned that he doesn't
have to hide behind the violent
thrash of wailing guitar and
vocals. to mask his obvious love
for Latino music, be(:ause the
ringing power and the slight

The Kinsey Report:

~
f

The Kinsey Report
Edge Of The City '
Alligator Records
By Arthur Lizie
Only two things ever happened in Gary, Indiana. The first
. occurance was the formative
years of th~ infamous Bad-man
himself, Michael Jackson. Yes,
before he moved to Never. Never Land and tried to buy
' Emmanuel Lewis for his petting
zoo, Michael J. lived in the
heartland of America.
The second thing that ever
happe~ed in Gary ·w as the
shooting of Lyman Bostock. It
was about 1978. Free agency was
still ~round. and Lyman (great
name) had just jumped from the
Twins to the Angels, caught in
Gene Autry' s lasso. Lyman was
-killed by a girlfriend. Gene still
hasn't won a World Series.
Now a third thing has happened in Gary- - The Kinsey
Report. Sure, the Kinseys have
been around in one form o.r
another for many years, from
thf: _ea!lY days of Lester "Big

:}?!.~,9,( ~~i~~~J, !~-,~~ni~i.:·~--~- -

- - - DIPPER- - (conrinued from page 15)
Bos'ton groups artistirnlly ac- Men Were TL ins" and "She's
cesible exclusively to the Boston · Fetching." are incr.1guing, and
audience (i.e. Lyres, Neats).'The sometimes a bit disappointing
attention is there, by varied in that an exceptional title
musical press and word -of- · seems to promise a like song.
mouth acclaim, but b~nds like Adequacy is the key word here
these don't have the state of the though, with an occasional
art uniqueness of past Boston shimmeri ng moment thrown
successes (i.e. Cars, Geils, Pat in to keep the critical pleased.
Metheny Group).
Eacl;i side ends on a high note
Part of this is to be blamed that leaves the listener with a
upon the times. In a period as sweet leaf to chew on. "Lun-ar
musically deplorable as the Module" is a gray, almost macseventies, it took little more abre tune with a foreboding
than disgust and original think- melody that suggests warped
ing for Ocasek and Hawkes to _E cho and the Bunnymen, •hold

Good Blues
King Jr." Kinsey's recent work
with the late reggae legends Bob
Marley and Peter Tosh, but it
takes a while for the blues to
filter from middle America to
New England. Thi,s band is hot. ·
Don't delay jumping on the'
bandwagon .
The Kinsey Report, Donald
(guitar/vocals), Kenneth (bas-s),
and Ralph (drums) Kinsey plus
family friend Ron Prince (guitar), mix an intimate working
knowledge of the blues with a
hot look at funk and a slight ,nod
to reggae that crystalize into
a hot slab of vinyl. With the
revitalization of Eric Clapton
and the recent popularity of
Robert Cray and Stevie Ray
Vaughan, whose guitar and
vocal styles are ve_r.y similar to ,
Donald Kinsey's, this barid ls
strong enough to make a push
for widespread popularity.
The highlights on Edge Of
The City occ':lr when the ban~

blues format and pumps up the
sound with funk or rock. "Poor
Man's Relief" tnixes a bouncing
funk bassline with a striking
melody and a searing lead guitar
to produce one of the mos{
refreshing blues tunes to pop
up in awhile. "Got To Pay
Somebody" goes scuttle buttin'
rhythmically along in a Stevie
Ray Vaughan mode while
"Lucky Charm," tastefully accented by St. James Bryant on
organ, move and grooves, delightful to the ear. No song on
the record is a disappointment.
The Kinsey Report should be
a blues force to be reckoned with
for many years to come. Maybe
there's a whole well of untaped
talent just waiting to break free
in Gary, Indiana (How many
people there can name more
than two things that have
happened in Durham, NH?).
Maybe not. the Kinsey Report
will suffice for the present time .
. . ,\,t . - . '

form The Cars~a band that · the hair gel. Its intensity makes
essentially changed the face of it stand out as exceptional; a
Top 40 rock.
teaser to continue to side two.
Big Dipper don't have this
.The LP closer, "Mr. Woods"
in the eighties, and that's okay, is a friv·iolous character sc-µdy
as a matter of fact, looking at that, although is again deprived
what makes, it today, "not hav- of a worthy speed, still whines
. ing it" is "having it." Heavens a crooked mouthed sarcastic
is a no frills rock and roll record growl that seems sincere, bur
with little glitz and a focus on tongue in cheek. A joy.
, catchy chords and a steady b~at.
Big Dipper are a sincere youWhile the rem po could usually get-w hat-you-see kind of band
use a kick in the pants, the hooks in a world where that kind of
' bite hard on second or third try, honesty is worth the sacrifice
and that's more than David Lee of exceptional wonderfulness.
Roth can say.
They'd be fun to go bowl-ing
A~surd song titles like "When with. Or fishing.
·
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'A Home Away From Home'
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. Alpha Xi Delta
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PHOTOS MITH

48 Main Street
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(Next to Young's Restaurant)
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Get an extra set of prints FREE
when you drop off a roll of
color pr:int film.
Offer ends 2/29/88 - so come by our
store NOW!!

•

•
:

Present this coupon at counter when you drop off your roll.
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Beginning Training

********************************************
!EVERYONE WELCOME!!
*
.
*

$ NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! -$

*>t-k*******************************************
}

· Training Based on building Character ·
through developing fundamental motor skills
for self defense and Health.

wear loose clothing for free .introductory lesson _

Wed. Jan. 27 at 5:30

MIC
MOTHER .GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

KINKO'S
PROFESSOR -PUBLISHING
SAVES MY STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY

/

Let Kinko'.s help organize and
distribute your suppkmentaq
clw,;s materials this term.

kinko•s

Great copies. Great people.

BLOOM COUNTY
MOM/I
Wt.P 'IOfJ W
CALL 8&FO!f€
FtYIN& OflT.(/

5M€t.L5 t.!Kt
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I .~

by Berke Breathed
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SHOE

Hl,Mll.

I

51 Main St_reet

Durham, NH
868-6322

OH,6T€VI€,
W€ 5HOV?ll
. Vlt..K

t-lK€tHl6

.

,.~ ,,,,,,----,.,.

MO/?€ OFT€#_/

/

by Jeff MacNe/Jy

N.H. classes forming
now for June exams.
Call collect

KUDZU

By .Doug Marlette

(617) 266-TE'S T

ATTENTION
BSN
CLASS
OF 1988.
'

.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
St,..'fS '/0\J! 1 "9iRD 1'\-\~T
SOME1\M£S K\DS OON1 Pl\'{
A."\11NW)N B't.CA\JS£ 1\-\E ~
GOt.S AT 100 SlO't-1 cr A. Pf>..C£ AA WEM. SJM£ Of=
VS AQ.£ 100 SM/\RJ R)R 1\-\E
Cl.ASS.

---~

J

If you have an
overall "'B" .
average, you
may qualify for
early commissioning as an Air
Force nurse.
There's no need
to wait for your
State Board
results. Ask for
details on our
special internship program.
. Call
TSgt Al Bailey
603 - 433 - 1886 /7 CoRect

, PAGE. Nlf)JE,T-66:N

Universi ·comics
by Robert Durling
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FREAKER PATROL

by Michael F. Dowe ·
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ffihc ~oston <§lobe
Chances are, you already pick up the Globe
·
on your way to class, at Newsstan d prices.
Now · you can- get The Boston Globe
delivered to your campus address every morning by
8am. PLUS·- You get a handy calculato r for FREE
with your pre-paid subscrip tion for the Sunday &
Daily G,obe.

---------------------------------------------------------** WE NEED DELIVERY PEOPLE **
Call -about wages
Daily & Sunday at $2 a week/$26 for semester
Daily Only at $1 a week/$13 for semester

MUB MIN I
COU R,SE S
SPR ING 198·8
Soft Aerobics
Ballroom Dancing
Basketweav ing
Blues Harmonica
Cross-Coun try Skiing in New Hampshire
Guttu
Massage
Self Defense
Sign Language Part II
Tai Chi Chuan
Watercolors for Beginners
Yoga

~

Sunday Only at $1 a week/$13 for seme~ter

-

--------------

SEND TO:
Name
Bruce Twyon
Campus Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17 Garrison Ave
Durham, NH 03824
868-6108
Tel. #

We will be soliciting The Boston Globe at all Dining Halls
until 1/31/88.

Registration
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
February 1, 2 & 3
9 am-12 noon & 1-4 pm
Student Activities Programmin g Office
Room 126
Memorial Union Building (MUB)
Fee due at registration
For more information call 862-1001

-----------------------------------

IMAGINUS

.M

POSTER SALE

♦M

---► ~

,,,,___,,,

Cl>M -

(:t::,/

♦M

4>M

tM

.,.,•"'

tM
• .,.

NEW THIS YEAR:

♦'4

*EXPANDE D GALLERY LINE

tM

*ART BAGS AND BUTTONS
*LARGE PHOTOPOS TER SERIES

tM

*SPORTS ILLUSTRAT ED POSTERS .

♦t1

·"·"
•rt·

·"•M·

tM·

.,.,

♦M

♦ rt .

tM·

Turs., JAN.26th

tM

.,.,
f fll\ ·.

wEl)., JAN. .2.1 fJ,
,_, pm. .

•~ - -::.:: ~S MAOS ~R~ . Rb~---....-. ... ~ ~ .. . . 8',8 5S. 7' ._. _, ,.
... ' " .... .

-

,. ;: t

..

.tM
4,·14

JAN 27 & 28 (Weds.&Thurs.)
10 A.M. -- 5 P.M.

MUB/ Grani te State Room ·
FEATURING:
Old Masters, Impressionism, Surrealism,
Van Gogh, -Picasso, Escher,
Mini-Posters,

-♦ M

PRICES

'"

MOST LARGE POSTERS

$6 each

Travel Posters,

Postcard Selection,
Car ahd Travel Posters,
Rock & Roll
and m_ore!

MOST SMALL POSTERS

$2 e~ach

OVER 200
..DIFFE RENT IMAGES
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CLASSIFIED -·
Help I I need someone to take over my lease
for a single room. $700 for the _semester,
plus $200 for all utilities .. Call Mark,868·
6167 or 77 4-4207.
One bedroo"m apaftment- Main Street,
Durham. Call 207-439-3801 .
Room in Som~ rsworth .. $200/m o. plus
phone and percent of utilities. 1 7 min . ride
from campus , non , smokers , located in a
private residence bwne_d by -student.
includes use of all facilit(es - p ets & lease
negotiable Call Matth.ew Davis 692 -7392
~ -433-301 o_days. - ~"-'-,.- ~ - - - Wanted: Roommate I Compan ion / Mentor
for young woman in fi~st ir:idependent living
situation. Pati ence and abil ity to provid e
support and encou.ragement essential.
Female nonsmoker sought for Newmarket
apt. with potential for Portsmouth also call
Rick 433-5587 .
ROOM FOR RENT - NOWII! For
$166 / month, you can have your own room
in a large 3 bedroom apartment in Newmark et. Heat & hot water included . Offstreet parking, on K-van route . Call Ellen
and Beth at 659 - 5959 . (Women only ,

Spring b"reak sunsations The Bahamas,
Mexico and Carit?bean Call Stephen 8687480
Think ARUBA is out of your reach for spring
break? Call Stephen for bargain prices at
86~-7480
Think ARUBA is our of your reach for spring
break? Call Stehen for bargain prices at
868-7480

Think ARUBA is our of your reach for spring
break? Call Stephen for bargain prices at
.
.
868-7480

CLEANING PERSON WAN.TED BY THE
TOWN OF DURHAM HOURS : MONDAY
THROUGH FF,llDAY, 6 AM 10' 8 AM or 5 PM
to 7 PM SALARY $5.25 HOUR CONTACT
_MIKE LYNCH , DURHAM PUBLIC WORKS
OFFIC~. 868-5005

Spring break sunsations The Bahamas,
Mexi co and Caribbean Call Stephen 868 7480
Spring break sunsations The Bahamas,
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 8687480

Student coalition for Homeless: Organizational meeting to have a variety show
to benefit the homeless. Tues. 1 /26
Hillsborough rm. MUB. 5:30 - 6:30 PM.

ROOM AVAILABLE in Red House, located
on rt. 108, on the right before rt. 4 on_-ramp.
Great place to live! Female only. To share
room with one other. For more info. contact
Heidi at 868-3151.

For Sale: Foxmoor Leather Jacket, size
13-14 for $50 Tan long coat, size 11 - 12
for $35, blue and black ski parka, size 1 0
for $30 or BEST OFFER Call 7 4.2-8684
Anytime

0

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES: Class of
1990 Banners for sale.. 5' x 3' in UNH colors.
Great decoration and memorabilia . ca·11
Jeff at 868-3050. for delivery.
Think ARUBA is out of your reach for spring
break? Cail Stephen for oargain prices at
868-748(

Fireside - The choice of a new generation
Fireside - Th·e official adventure of the Davis
family
3 out of 4 dentists surveyed recommend
- Fireside
Seabrook - No; Fireside .- Yes ·
Fireside - The Heart Beat of America
Think ARUBA is out of your reach for Spring
Break? Call Stephen for bargain pr ices
at 868-7480

THE

FA■

SIDE

- - - - - - -~ -- - - -

SPRING ' BREAK TRAVE~L Sales reps .
needed immediateIy11 (Free trips) Call
Stephen ~6fP 480

E''."~_se .) Leave a message.

The Great Bay Fooa Corp is hosting a
Winter Dinner at the Stone C hurch, New- .
market Sunday January 24 at 6 PM . Hot
soups, fresh oread, winter saIad, desserts
will be served. Just $5.00 Emertainment
afterwards with S,ammie _rlaynes. Reser·
vations 659-6321 .

Men and women ne~ded as childcare
workers. Work-study only $4.50/hr. 4 1 /2
hour blocks and Monday Night meeting
5-7 . Little People's Center in Durham. 8685412 .

~ - - - -- -- - - -- -

Spring break sunsations The Bahamas
Mexico and Caribbean C{:lll Stephen 868~
·.
~· .- ' ' .
,..,...
7480

COMPUTER, KAYPRO 11/83 CP/M; includes all instruction manuals and software
for Perfect Wr iter, Wordstar, M- Basic,
Perfect Filer, Perfect Cale, Profit Plan, Per
feet Speller, 'The Word,' S-Basic Compiler.
$375. Campus 3384 or 778-1399.

Spring break sunsa;i~~s The Bahamas
Mexico and Caribbean Cali Stephen 868~
7480

MUSO still needs a Business Manager.·
Stop by the office tor more info. & an
~pplication1 Rm . 148 MUB or 862-1485.

This semester I will occassionally need
_a babysitter for my 5 year old. If you're
interested please call Janice at 659- 7538
in the evenings.
HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6 PER
HOUR. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. GREAT BOSS. CALL
DAN AT 692-4764. EVENINGS.

Student coalition for homeless: Organizational meeting to have ' a variety show
to benefit the homeless . Tues . 1 /26
Hillsborough rm. MUB. 5:30- 6:30 PM .

LDM, No more killer-V io"r you - we warIt · Hey Burch, we don't like to see anyone
get hurt,' but if Racine goes down tonight
you ro remember your Friday nights from
it won't bother us either . Good luck, we
now on. OM
-·- •·. - - - - - ----·- ----- ----- · · - - - love ya Babs, Chuck and Butch.
Gumby - I hope that you are feeling better
Brownie, keep your head, high don 't worry
soon, get some classes, and we'll see what
about all the bull thats going on. In the end
we can do about that love nestl Love - Caryl•
we will win. As for now ching up! Get #7
(the _love bird). __ _ __ · -- ····'--Kate and Trish- It's time to remove it from
its holster and give it your best shot! You
could always use a running startl Maybe
we can get a ramp installed I Love ya - Caryl·
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEETS! Even though
TAX PREPARATION - by enrolled agent,
you say you want yolelr birthday ignored,
individual or business, fast and reasonable,
I don 't believe you. (Just thi nk, next year
call now 7 49-6327
"it won't matter t.o me -you won 't be.around"
Piano lessons offered by enthusiastic
hah .)·I hope your day is somehow special
classical pianist: $7.50 per half hour, $14.00
anyway . 23 isn 't reall y going to be as
per hour_. Call ,Connie - 868-6359.
horrible as you thinkl Love (hmmm . .. ) Marj

c:som-aw~.~"•"I

WEEBLE , Hope year 21 brings you the best.
Don 't lose too much self control. The least
you could do is wait for usl HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!! We love you. Chuchi e, Fallen
~n_gel _and Bo inker.
MULE - DON'T GO OUT THERE, IT'S TOO
CROWDEDII! THERE ARE TOO MANY
CARS OUT THERE' Zuzzy 's Mom will kill
uslll

•

•

••

Hof-e o/'~ t.,.:1,t,J~',,, :

Rush the best sorority on campus - Alpha
Xi Delta on Sunday, January 24, 7-9 PMI
An International Student Associa.tion
(AIESEC) will be holding a new members
meeting on Wednesday January 27 at 8:00
pm in 312 McConnell. Anyone interested
in Internationalism is encouraged to attend.

Plan your semester around the NH Outing
Club. Come learn about the semester trips.
Senate-Merrimack rm ., MUB . 7-9pm
Jan .27. DEPOSITS required at meeting
'
for trips.

love,

Nell;,, P~, K~t A~

Wanted : Babysitter qt my apartment in
Newmarket. 11 :00 to 1 :00 MWF. 9:30-12:30
T TH . Infant born 11 /23/87. Exp. and Ref.
required , transportation helpful. Julie 6592838.

By GARY LARSON

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

Come to Rush at Phi Mu Sorority! Tuesday
Jan. 26th and Wednesday Jan . 27th from

!_~9 pm . Join the

fun! --···---···----1 need to contact a girl , who has a sister
that works at Northeast Rehabilitation
Hospital in Salem , N.H She goes by the
name of Bernie. Contact Bob at 862-1904
during the day.
PKI MU SPRING RUSH- TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY, Jan . 26th & 27th. Come
Have Funl
Don 't bel ieve your friends. Jay Leno ticketsare still ON SALE!!I
Looking for the weekend adventure of your
college career? Look no longer- say yes
to Fireside.
Tickets are still on sale- Jay Leno, Get them
at the MU,B or Strawberries.
~ ~s ide- tor inquiring mind s

©8
/\~,
.. ~

/\-",..,

V

··-·- _ _ _

Risk takers_and thrill' seekers- live on the
:"...~_ge with- Fireside.

'

Plan your semester around the NH OUTING
CLUB. Com e learn about the semester
trips . Senate-Merrimack rm, MUB. 7-9 pni
Jan .27 . DEPOSITS required at meeting

!_<?ryq~-s~ - - - For a great summ e r job in June , why not
be part of the Freshman Orientation staff?
App lic; ations now available in Dean of
Students Office. Deadline Ffiday, Fe~~
HI De and Do - I'm glad we are all one happy
bunch! Do keep your fingernails out of my
nose. Dee bring a tape recorder next time
we go out, maybe you'll remember some _.. _: ___
~ !0_Q1 Love ya guys, K.P _
Slander - Remember how you got me in
trouble last semester by putting in that
personal which referred to one of our
Advertising Associates as " a weenie " ?
Well, now I'm getting even becau se I want
to know--HOW DID YOU GET THAT HUGE
HICKEY??

Embarrassing moments at gene parti~s
I

WELCOME WARRE~II MY room is your
room ..... as long as you 'noockie' on Droo's
bed'I Carolyn

-

-

- - - ' - - - --

- - ··· -- - - - - -

•
•••·
•
•.••
.•
•••

···················~··

MUSO still needs a Business Manager.
Stop .by the office for more info. & an
ap~lication1 Room 148 M~B or 862 -1485.
Babysitter for 4 year old, near UNH but
need own transportation. Tuesday and
Thursday 12:30-3:30. Cati Kevin or Fran coise at 742-7135.

......•

••••••••••• •••••••••••

Rush Alpha Xi Delta! Come to open rush
and meet the women at them most diverse
hou~e on campus. Rush begins Sunday,
January 24 at 7-9 pm, 3 Strafford Ave. For
more info, Call 868-9669.

An International Student Association
(AIESEC) will be holding a new members
meeting on Wednesday January 27 at 8:00
pm in 312 McConnell. Anyone interested
in Internationalism is enc~_~ aged to .attend.

TYPING OF ALL KINDS. $1.25 PER DOUBLE SPACED PAGE. PICK-UP?DELIV.ERY IF REQUIRED. PLEASE CALL 3326887
<::..- '""'1 ;;ng th1rik you're pregnant? We care.
C~II us tor free confidential testing and
counsel 749-4441. Appointments and walkins welcome, Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 90 Washington St., Dover. Hours
10-4 Monday-Friday: 7-9 pm Thursday

RELAX A,T TH PRIVATE HOT TUB
'.
ROOMRE NTALS

.• SHOWERS, DRESSING ARFA AND STEREO IN FACH ROOM•
. • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED•
.
• JUICE AND DISPOSABLE BAiHING SUITS AVAILABLE•

LOWER DAV RATES AVAILABLE

2
IOlJR
I IPEOPl,E

ONLY ,$1200*

•neoervnllonfl mv11t end by 5 PM

Weekend11 & Hollday11 E.iluded

T~ff Bed 10 Visits $35.00

•
'Cat swimmers
look to BC
By Mark Babcock
Gearing up for Saturday
night's meet with Boston Col~
lege, the UNH men's swim
team beat the U niversicy of
Vermont Catamouncs rather
handily, 131-80.
· Rebounding from a disappointing loss co Bowdoin, the
'Cat swimmers were lead by
outstanding freshman Jerry
Bailey . The Greenland, NH
native had some stiff competition but prevailed winning the
1000m free, the 2qom IM, and
the 50m free .
Senior tri-ca.ptain Doug Gor-

don held number one honors
in the 100m and 200m free. "We
really came together as a unit,"
Gordon seated. "Things just
seemed to go our way in the
close races, es pesially Bailey.
He had three cough opponents
and came out on top."
Other winners were Henry
Baker (50m freestyle), Tim
Bryant (1 and 3 merer dives),
and sophomore Brian Kublik
(200m backstroke).
Top performers in the loss
to Bowdoin were, Bailey (3
wins), Bryant (diving), and
Keene Seate t .. . ·,sfer Bob Quinn

Do-you want to enter
tlie high-powered, fast
paced life of journalism,
where the words you
write· can make or break
lives? Wei,, . maybe you
· shou.ld work for the·
Bosto~~ Globe.
Do you want to gain
valua:ble . writing experience, have a good time
and get paid simultaneously? Then The .New
Hampshire. is for you!

(200m backstroke). UNH also
won the 400m medley relay.
"We were just exhausted
coming out of double sessions
over Christmas," Captain Gordon mentioned. "We were really
disappointed with the loss, but
we came back against Vermont
and we're rearing co go and see
how we march up against B.C."
The 'Cat swimmers now at
3-4, will cry to raise their record
above ch_e .500 mark with con. secucive home meets against
Boston College (Sac. 4:00) and
UMass (Feb. 6, 1:00).

Come to a

--HOOP-- -TRACK(continued from page 24)
strong and that gave everyone
a chance co play" said Kinney
who, co go along with her 13
points, held Brooklyn's leading
scorer Maye to 10 points.
The hard work of the Wildcats was evident throughout· the
game and prompted Brooklyn
head coach Molly Perdue co offer
the following admonition co
future opponents of UNH in
the Seacoast Conference, "UNH
is strong compared co ochers,
they execute well and run their
offense as good as anyone." This
is an arrr'ibure to the coaches
and players alike.
UNH moves co 10-5 overall
and 4-1 in rhe conference with
their next game scheduled for
Wednesday night at Dartmouth.
Lee's hope ir's an effort comparable t~) ch~_one last n ~ a~-

cconcinued from page 23)
·che competition which is
without a doubt the best in New
England."
As for now while rhe rest of
us are doing what ever we can
to gee a place in A-lot chis group
of athletes is doing what ever
they can to stay out. .
Notes: ln women's crack
junior Karen Wenmark (New
London, NH) cook first in rhe
20-pound weight throw with
a personal best toss of 44'2 1/2"
which qualified her for both the
New England and ECAC Championships.
t.<:,

1

we may have the making of a
champion here in Durham.
Stayed tuned, chis could be
interesting.

1

-·

-•

l!AliiGK~

at 7 p.m. in
room

UNLIMITED

s1 -

Hair And Skin Core For The family

35 Main St. • Durham

868-7051

of the MUB.

r

HM
Z4 EXETER STREET
NEWMARKET, NH 03857
(603) 659 2303
' AFTEP HOURS ANSWERING SERVICE)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
OUTING CLUB

I
.1

I
r
I
I

SEMESTER II
OPENIN·G MEE.T ING
* MUL Tl-MEDIA SLIDE SHOW *
* FIND OUT ABOUT OUR SPRING
CALENDAR*

l

* DEPOSITS-FOR TRIPS REQUIRED AT

MEETING*

~

I
~

WED JAN. 27 ·
Senate-Merrimack Room, MUB

7-9pm ·

L.

h

di

◄+

MN Fnl 8 JO 5.0CJ
CLOSED WEEKE.NDS

APARTMENTS

DURHAM No·w
RENTING
STUDENT_
HOUSING
TUDOR HALL
I
I

t

t

1

Student. Housing- Male & Female
Rooms- ·includes kitchen & lb ath.
'$235·. 00/mo. includes heat, hot
water and electricity. Semester
lease- Jan.- May. 88 -~W alking
distance to U-.N ~H. Parking.
Laundry & Bike Room (oil site).
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Lady Wildcat pucksters -beat up on-St. Lawrence
By Richard D' Avoliolt was a familiar scene at
Snively Arena Sunday afternoon
as the UNH women's hockey
ream defeated the St. Lawrance
University Saints by the large
margin of 13-1 and in the
process moved their successful
record up to 7-1-1. The score
of the game as lopsided as it was,
really wasn't indicative of just
how dominant UNH was.
In the fir~t period alone the
Wildcats had twenty six shots
on net to St. Lawrence's six, all
six came on a St. Lawrence
power play.
Ar the end of one period the
hometeam had scored five unanswered goals but it could have
been much inore if it wasn't for
the outstanding goaltending of
SLU's Monica Littlefield. She
made three saves at point blank
range and kicked out many ·
more. Still she could only take
so much and finally the Wildcat's relentless offensive attack .
exploded wide open.
· Led .by freshmen forwa_rd , l_he only •time a women's hockey opponent gees a break is ac a face-off, then its lights out.
Karen Akre who had a hat trick
file photo)
and an assist, the Wildcats.began : .-.m.,. . _.,.__a-:d:'_-~,__i
;, t_2;_-0_,_a_s_sh:--e-:b-:1:-a-s-te-d~a--as-s-is_t_e_d_b_y_A-_k_r_e_a_n_d_M_o_o_r_s_-T_h_e___ g_r_e_a_t_p_l-ay_i_n_g_o_f_t_1....,·t,...,.t_l_,e_,fi..,. .e.,. .id-.- -'.,
a great display of picture perfect' · slapshor from the point which second came at 15: 3 5, Katey
In the middle of the second
passing and accurate shooting trickled in. The assist went ro Stone put home a Dawn Wright period St. Lawrences coacq.
which was just coo much for the Amanda Moors, one of five rebound to make· the score 4- Bernie Mckinnon relieved Lityoung and weaker St. Lawrence during the game.
O. Seconds later Weinberg tlefield of her duties between
team ro cope with.
After the first two goals by picked up her second goal of the the pipes (a well deserved rest)
Heidi Chalupnik ( 1 goal and UNH, St. Lawrence found them- seasoi;i. Flying along the left and replaced her with freshmen
1 assist), opened up the scoriog _, selves in a terrible nightmare boards she blew by a defense- Becky _Trim pi, who got more
in the first by taking a great pa§~· which just seemed to be getting men and hit the open spot for then her share of ex_perience in
in the slot from defensemen worse. The next three UNH the goal. Assist went to Cha- . the period and a half she played.
Ellen Weinberg ( 1 goal & 1 goals came in a four minute lupnik and Sue Hunt (1 goal,
St. Lawrence managed only
assist), she picked the cop right span. The first by Cheryl Al- 2 assists).
three shots on net one which
corner with a nifty wrist shot lwood at 13:41 was an impresUNH started the second was a goal by SLU's offensive
at 4:46. One minute later senior sive wrist shot which beat period ·with a power play but leader Rinna Carroll. She scored
defensemen Pam Manning Littlefield glove side. It was were held scoreless due to the on a great end to end rush
.

.

.

.

beating captain Liz Tura ( 1.94
GAA). Tura, although not seeing much action made the ·saves
she had to, and although they
_were rare, sropped a few quality
shots from in close.
Karen Akre joined the scoring parade by deflecting in a pass
from Wright at 2 :26 of the
second, her first of three goals
in the game. When asked if she
was excited about the hat trick
she said, "Yes, but I wish it could
have been against a better team
like Northeastern." Akre said,
"The whole team was passing
really well and that's why I got ,
the goals." Her other two·goals
came in the third period, one
which she scored while a St.
Lawrence player was literally
all over her back.
Coach McCurdy commented
on the great passing UNH
displayed, "We work ip practice
on passing to an area much like
the Russians do, as opposed to
passing directly to the player
1d it has been working well
for us so far."
Other Wildcat goals were .
scored by Laura Prisca (Hunter
and Manning). Sue Hunt scored
the 8th goal of the game assisted
by Lorna Moody. Shelley Difronzo had two goals and Moors
scored the final goal of the game
assisted by Allwood.
·
The team travels to Rochester
Institute next Saturday where
they should meet a more tompetetive Roch~ster team as
compared to their last two.
games against Brown and St.
Lawrence.
·
.

Friel guiaes men's hoop throughtroubled ~eas(!n

•

••

:Wildcats looking 1mpress1ve
By Chuck McCue

first in the 1500m run at 4.00.1, a mighty toss of 50'5".
junior Darrel Covell (Pittsburg,
Junior Joe Almasian (Sher- .
NH) took the medal with a born, MA) took the 400m dash,
1.58.9 placement in the 800m sophmore Alvin Ross (Springrun. The 1000m featured 'Cats . field, MA) captured the 55m
Randy Landvoy (Longview, dash, Dan Beauley (LondondWA) with a 2.36.0 plcement and erry, NH), and Billy Ponders,
another top spot for the Wild- a freshman from Wells, ME,
cats.
made a triple jump of 43'6 1/4"
Hall reacted ro the vicrory by which gave him a victory.
When the chance co get to a
Hall said, "Once our. new
meet, get indoors and go up saying, "We are all in excellent
against competition th-at is a physical shape but the lack of - facility is complete we will be
bn!ak from the tough division indoor practice has greatly ready for ·the rest of the season
and the New Englands." The
one schedule they have been affected our technique."
Sophmore Adam McKeown team travels to Harvard next
facing, the result can be only
one thing: UNH 88, Bowdoin (Massina, NY) won the 35- weekend where Hall says, "We
pound werght throw with an can expect some fast times due
48, and Colby 23.
Nine different Wildcats took · impressive ross of 46'5". Junior
home top honors in their re- David Weisser (Morristown,
spective events. Sophmore NJ) went one better and set a TRACK, page 22
Randy Hall (Hudson, NH) took Bowdoin fieldhouse record with
The UNH men!s· track team
has performed very well despite
the fact that they have the worst
conditions in the east. The team
has been practicing on a makeshift track in A-lot while their
new facilities near completion.

.Head Coach' Gerry Friel wondering what he has co do ro gee
a ·little respect this season. (File Photo)
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Lady Wildcats storm past ·BroOklyn
l

.

\ .. .

By Adam Fuller
· The UNH women's basketball ream bear the Brooklyn
Kingswomen by a score of 6032 Monday night. While the
fans were busy wiping the rain,
sleet and snow off the tops of _
their heads and the soles of their
boots, the wildcats were en route
to a 22-4 lead on the srregnth .
of 18 unanswered points.
_The early lead was keyed by
strong rebounding and intelligent fundamental basketball.

Women's basketball in one of their recent lopsided victories.
(File Photo)

Brooklyn's 1-3-1 zone defense
proved no match for UNH as
they continually beat the Broo'klyn defenders down court and
picked them apart with a fine
assortment of jumpers and
inside moves. This opened up
room for Melissa Belanger ( 14
pts.) and Kris Kinney (13 pts.)
. to operate while being fed nicely
by Karen Pinkos (6 assists).
UNH prepared and was ready
for Brooklyn despite their 0-15
record and wasn't about to
approach the game with anything less than an all out effort.
The _strong beginning and play
by the starters also opened some
valuable playing time for the
bench which could be important

I

against stronger, deeper opponents. "I was very pleased with
tonights performance, it was
a total team contributiqn and
it gave the bench a chance to
play," said head coach Kathy
Sa.nborn.
A quick Kinney transition
hoop broke a 4-4 tie and Melissa
Pfefferle and Melissa Belanger
sandwiched jumpers around two
Kinney free throws. A quick
steal of an inbound pass put
UNH up by 14-4 prompting a
Brooklyn timeout ar 5 :02 and
the rest of the evening was spent
wondering if snow would cancel
this morning's class'es. This one
was over early, folks.
Brooklyn went to Robin Ryer
(14 pts.) as leading scorer
Monique Maye (15.1 ppg) was
having an off night and by die
8:00 mar.k Brooklyn called rime
again and coach Kathy Sandborn ·
emptied her bench giving backup sophomore center · Rita
McCarroll (9-boards) and·junior By Chuck McCue
forward Carolyn Keaveny (10 Mark Babcock
Tonight at Snively arena Rich
·rebounds to go with 6 points)
time to work underneath. "The Burchill will step onto the ice
Brooklyn defense was not that wearing the number 35 for the
Northeastern Huskies instead
HOOP, page 22
of his familiar number 29 for
UNH. Things change, people
change, Rich Burchill has
changed.
,
Rich left UNH with shaky
credentials both on and off the
ice. Ac Northeastern Rich has
After the Shaunessy goat" the compiled a 2-1 record turning
Terriers added a back breaker away 84.6% of all shoes. The
when Sacco scored unassisted more important changes have
with 2: 17 to play.
occurred off the ice. His above
. Both teams' added one goal 3.00 GP A is proof of chat.
in the third period as Sacco goc
"Burchill has been looking
his hat crick ac the 5 :09 mark very good for us ... He seems.very
and Winnes (fourteenth) added
happy, his attitude is good, his
a goal late in the contest. ·
grades are ex-cellent ... He seems
Tonight the Northeastern
co be on the straight and narHuskies travel to Durham for
row," said Northeastern head
a 7:00 game. The Wildcats need . coach Fern Flaman.
·
to at least get a point in this
"There were just some things
contest to keep their playoff
I could not ·deal with at UNH.
hopes alive. "We·wartc to knock
Now school is the most importhem off the puck and be phystant thing to me. Doing everical with them," Hanley said.
ything the right way (school,
"We also are concentrating on
socializing, family and hockey)
staying out of the box (penalty)."
is the biggest thrill for me now,"
Burchill said.
As for his role with the team
Northeastern Spores Information Director Bill Doherty
said,"He has been.helping Bru<:e
(Racine) out by backing up.
Down the road he will be getting
the ice time bur for now he is
our number two goalie. Bruce
is an All-American."
Tonight when Rich Burchill
skates our on the ice there will
still be people second guessing
his character. Those of us who
know him will welcome him
home.
Welcome home Burch.

Rich

Burchill
return~s

Beantown blues for Wildcat .skaters
By John Kelley
After Wednesday's dramatic
win the UNH hockey team was
. hopeful that their success would
continue. But until they learn .
to score off opponents' miscues,
especially the powerplay, they
will continute to play well, but
not well enough to win.
The Wildcats dropped a 6-4
decision to the Boston U niversity Terriers at Walter Brown
Arena Saturday. The 'Cats remain three points behind sixth
place Boston College and seven
points behind fifth place BU.
This was a penalty ridden;
somewhat sl<5ppy game in which
UNH could not recapture the
same momentum they had
against BC earlier in the week.
In the third period, once again
the Wildcats failed to capitalize
on the chances given to them.
They did not score in the third
period when they had five
minutes of a one man advantage
and two minutes of a two man
advantage.
"We played well and outshot
them," senior Tim Hanley said.
"They capitalized on the powerplay and we did not."
Late in the second period,
with the score tied 3-3, freshmen Chris Winnes missed a
golden opportunity for the 'Cats
to take the lead. He missed the
shot and bad boy (at least by the
fans) Steve Shaunessy scored
off a slap shot from the point
to give BU a lead they would
never relinquish.
"After that (Winnes miss),
we missed a check and they
scored off a shot from the point.
That hurt us," Hanley said.
Having the least -proficient
power-play in Hockey East
· definitely worrie~ Hanley.
"We are concerned about our
power-play," he said. "We have
made some personnel changes

because we did not think we of the second period there were
were getting enough shots of many penalties but no goals. B~t
in the last five minutes ch ere
from the point."
The Terriers wasted no time . w_e !e four goals, three by BU.
getting on the scoreboard. Only '
a minute into -the game Ville'._.
Kentala ( two goals and an •
assist) slipped one by Stzurm.
Ron Regan and Ed Roman
assisted on the score.
The Wildcats answered and
took the lead with Steve Horner
(eighth) and David MacIntyre
(fourth) scoring for the 'Cats.
, Bue with 4:45 remaining Joe
Kentala put BU in the lead
Sacco (hat crick) scored to make at the 15:15 mark. Lambert
. the score tied ac 2-2 at the first (fourth) answered just sevenintermission.
teen seconds lacer by firing one
- For the first fifteen minutes past netminder J?.hn Br~dlev.

·------------·
·,
('('They

capitalized on
the powerplay
and·we did not."

--------------

INSIDE
****

Men's swim team gears
for BC. See pg 22
A nifty spin move by junior Greg Boudreau gets Wildcats out of a desperste situacion. ( irti:n
ln€son photo)
1

Men's hoop update. See
pg23

